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ABSTRACT 
Interactive video is a new medium for junior form secondary 
I . . 
school students in Hong Kong. As the cost of hardware and 
courseware of an interactive videodisc system is high, 
1 V • J : . . , •. studies of interactive video on learning achievements are 
, • \ I I ； . i • •‘...., » . I . ...' scarce for local junior form students. A low cost interactive 
..丨 
videotape system was developed for this study. The effects of 
interactive videotape on learning achievement for local 
junior form students were investigated. The author used the 
interactive videotape system prototype to compare the 
learning achievements between interactive videotape and non-
interactive videotape. The courseware was developed in 
Chinese medium. Eighty Form One students of a secondary 
school were randomly assigned to four treatment groups by 
matching their academic ability. The study indicated that 
subjects had more preference in using interactive videotape 
than conventional non-interactive videotape to learn 
(F (.3 , 74 ) =2 . 88 p. < 0.05) •工 t w a s also found that the 
difference in learning achievement between interactive 
yideotape and non-interactive videotape was not 
significant. This might be due to the materials and messages 
to be presented among the groups were similar. Among the 
macro variables of cognitive entry behaviour, affective entry 
behaviour and quality of instruction, cognitive entry 
• • 
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i CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION . 
Background 
Interactive Video (IV) is a multimedia computer-assisted 
instruction. In the developed countries, exploitation on the 
application of interactive video in education and training 
have been attempted (Parsloe, 19 85). Moreover, the 
effectiveness of interactive video in education is not 
widely investigated (Jones, 19 85) • 
There are numerous advantages of using interactive video. I 
Not only interactive video provides an environment supporting 
interactions between learner and instruction delivery 
system, it also supports individualized learning. Individual 
differences in ability and learning rate would be catered for 
in an interactive video courseware (Bayard-White & Hoffos, 
1988)• As interactions between learner and instruction 
system are supported, interactive video will have a potential 
• . to "be a popular medium in future classroom. However, it is 
observed that interactive video employing laser disc is not 
widely used in secondary school education. The reasons are 
the equipments being not cheap and the expensive production 
cost of interactive video courseware (Chambers, 1987). The 
hardware of a single interactive video system will cost about 
1 
• I 
• ‘ . 
HK$ 80,000 (Computerworld Hong Kong,. December 7, 1989). In 
Hong Kong, most secondary schools with their limited 
financial resources will find difficulty to procure 
interactive video system as it is not cheap. Concerning 
software, the production cost of an interactive video 
courseware is high. The Management Development Center of 
Vocational Training Council spent about HK$ 400,000 to 
produce a locally made Cantonese version interactive 
videodisc courseware. A lot of existing courseware is not . 
specially designed for local students. The quantity of . 
available interactive video courseware catering local junior 
form students is not sufficient in the market. 
The introduction of interactive video in secondary school 
will face two problems: expensive hardware and suitable 
courseware are not easily available. If these problems could 
not be solved, the application of interactive video 
technology in secondary schools will progress at a slow pace. 
Due to the advancement of technology, it has been noted 
that the price of video or computer equipment drops 
gradually. Optimists believe that the cost of interactive 
video system will not be as high as it is now and the use of 
interactive video in education and training will be common in 
the future. In Hong Kong, projects on the production of 
interactive video courseware or studies on the effects of 
2 
1 
interactive video in education and training should be 
worthwhile as it would make us well prepared for the future. 
As an example. Vocational Training Council had finished the 
world's first Cantonese interactive videodisc courseware in 
management training (Computerworld Hong Kong, December 
7, 1989) • 
Purpose of the Study 
For an instruction in school, the learning outcomes such 
as cognitive outcomes, affective outcomes and learning rate 
will primarily depend on the quality of instruction, 
cognitive entry behavior of learner and affective entry 
behavior of learner (Bloom, 1976)• Quality of instruction 
refers to the degree .of goodness of instruction. Instruction 
with the provision o£ interactions would enhance students• 
learning achievement. It had been found that Mastery 
Learning which incorporated feedback and corrective procedure 
was an effective instructional method and the lower ability 
• students attained a high score in posttest (Chan & Cole, 
19 8 6 ) . In some ways, there are similarities between 
interactive video and mastery learning• For interactive video 
and mastery learning, learning materials are segmented and 
there are provisions of feedback. 
In this study, a low cost interactive videotape system 
3 
I 
prototype would be constructed. The essential components of 
the interactive videotape system are domestic videocassette 
recorder, interface card and 80286 compatible microcomputer. • 
Two courseware would also be developed and the courseware 
will include video segments, feedback and remediation. The 
video segments of the courseware will be modified from the 
existing educational television programs by simple editing. 
The courseware production cost will not be high. 
Interactive video is rather new to most junior secondary • 
school students in Hong Kong, Not much is known about the 
effect of interactive video to local students as interactive 
video has not been widely used. Whether interactive video 
will facilitate learning or students dislike interactive 
video is still research problem to be probed. Using both the 
hardware and courseware of low cost interactive videotape 
system, the exploitation on the effect of interactive video 
on learning in local secondary school students will be 
attempted. The effect of interactive video on learning 
achievement and the attitude of students in using interactive 
video to learn will be investigated in this study. 
'丨. j..': 
. ： ‘ 十 丨 ； 
Learning achievement will:丨be influenced by learner‘s 
affective state towards media., Salomon (1984) proposed a 
model to explain how learning achievement in using a medium 
was affected by the perception of learners towards the 
4 
medium. The learning achievement was affected by both 
perceived demand characteristic and perceived self—efficacy 
of the medium. Salomon (1984) found that American children 
perceived television as an easy medium but Beentjes (1989) 
found that Dutch children did not always perceive television 
as an easy medium. 
丨、：，’、」：.’： 
. • I • .:卜：‘ • i ： “, •, ‘..丨.、• 丨丨._ ： -I •... .：. ‘i • i 
Due to cultural differences between Hong Kong and other 
countries, local children's perceived demand characteristic 
and perceived self-efficacy on media such as television, 
computer-assisted instruction and interactive video may be 
different from children of other countries. 
While television which is non-interactive provides life 
image, video output of microcomputer is always in graphic or 
electronic text format. Even though both television and 
computer-assisted instruction provide a screen output, their 
perceived demand characteristic and perceived self-efficacy 
may be different. Using Salomon‘s model, the perceived demand 
characteristic and perceived self-efficacy of television and 
computer-as sisted instruction may affect the learning 
achievement of using interactive video directly or 
indirectly. In this study, the effect of perceived self-
efficacy and perceived demand characteristic of using 
television and computer-assisted instruction to learn on 




‘ statement of Problem 
A low cost interactive video system using tape will be 
developed. The hardware of the system consists of a 80286 
compatible microcomputer, a fast response videocassette 
recorder, a monitor and an interface card to control 
videocassette recorder. To cater for the language ability of 
junior form students, the audio part of video segments will . 
be in Cantonese and the courseware in Chinese. By utilizing 
the prototype, the following problems will be investigated: 
1. To find out whether there is any difference in learning 
achievement' between learning from interactive and non-
interactive videotapes. 
2. To find out whether there is any difference of students‘ 
attitude towards interactive and non-interactive videotapes. 
3. To compare the mediating effects of instructional method, 
ability of students, students • perceived demand 
characteristic and perceived self-efficacy on learning 
achievement. 
Significance of the Study 
1. To exploit an economical way of implementing interactive 
video system of level 3, which is highly flexible and 
supports interaction between users and delivery system. 
6 
« 
Hence, a low cost interactive video system for learning may be 
introduced in secondary schools. 
2. To find out whether interactive video is a suitable medium 
for junior form secondary school students. 
3. To produce Chinese interactive videotape courseware for 
junior form students. 
4. To develop the infrared control technology of which 
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CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Bloom's Learning Theory 
The outcomes of instructions depend on a lot of factors. 
Learners‘ motivation, their attitudes, instructional methods 
and environment are factors which will affect the outcomes of 
learning. Bloom (1976) proposed that the learning outcomes of 
instructions in school would depend primarily on the 
following macro variables: cognitive entry behaviour, 
affective entry behaviour and quality of instruction (FIGURE 
1) V 
f 
FIGURE 1: Bloom's Learning Theory: Factors 
Affecting Learning Outcomes. 
Cognitive Entry Behavior� \ 
Affective Entry Behavior > LeamSng Outcomes z 
Quality o^ Instruction'^ 
8 
The macro variable cognitive entry behaviour referred, to 
the academic abilities of students and their knowledge 
levels prior to learning. The initial cognitive state of 
students would influence students' capabilities to learn. The 
affective entry behaviour such as students, motivation to 
f 
learn or their attitude towards delivery medium will affect 
their effort to be spent in an instruction. The quality of 
instruction would affect the effectiveness of instruction and 
• I 
the learning outcomes. Learning outcomes not only include 
learning rate but also affective outcomes and cognitive 
outcomes. The cognitive outcomes could be measured by 
learning achievement via a test. 
In reality, there are individual differences among 
students. Bloom (1976) suggested that under favourable 
learning conditions, individual differences among students 
would be diminished after instruction. Effective instructions 
should take into the account of individual differences in 
initial cognitive and affective state of students. Thereby, 
learning outcomes would be maximized. Low ability students 
would attain to a comparable level of performance of high 
ability students. 
Besides the main effects of macro variables, cognitive 
entry behaviour, affective entry behaviour and quality of 





Cognitive Entry Behaviour 
Instructional methods could be designed so that after 
instructions, the gap of learning achievement among students 
would be diminished (Bloom, 1976). Mastery learning is an 
J 
instructional method which would, cater the initial cognitive 
. i 
state of students . Burns (1979) concluded that the 
instructional method of mastery learning was better than 
conventional instructional method and the effect size was 
moderate. The variations of performance airtong students would 
decrease after mastery learning and the standard deviation of 
the posttest among students after instruction will be 
smaller. 
In mastery learning, materials to be learned would be 
divided into a number of small units. Learning would proceed 
to the next unit only when the learner had mastered the 
previous learning unit (Arlin, 1984; Bloom, 1974). A learning 
unit was said to be mastered if the achievement test or quiz 
was attained at 80% to 90% level. After the learner had 
achieved 80% to 90% of a unit, the next unit would commence. 
If the learners had not mastered the material, feedback 
would be given to students and they would be given the 
10 
. — 
opportunities to learn again. Corrective measures would be 
I 
taken until they had mastered the material. 
Mastery learning should be carried out in three stages and 
each stage consists instruction, test and feedback-corrective 
procedure (Bloom, 1987) . stage 1, as students did no七 
attain the mastery level after instruction, teacher explained 
common errors to students. In stage 2, as students did not 
attain the mastery level after instruction, small group of 
students helped each other on questions which they had 
answered incorrectly. In stage 3, as students did not attain 
the mastery level after instruction, the explanations of the 
wrong answer will be given to individual students so that 
students would fully understand their mistakes. 
Mastery learning is an instructional method catering the 
cognitive entry behaviour of students. The effect of mastery 
learning will be enhanced as it is used together with other 
instructional techniques - Students under mastery learning 
witli the provision of experiential learning environment got a 
• 
higher score in problem solving skill than students under 
conventional mastery learning (Mevarech & Werner, 1985). 
Affective Entry Behaviour. 




mattdr by using a variety of media such "as books, films, 
videotape programmes, computer-assisted instruction 
courseware or interac七ive video courseware. However, 
students‘ preferences on these media are not identical. Some 
students prefer using books to learn while others prefer 
i ‘ 
videotape programmes- Some students may think that they are 
more capable of learning from television than books. In such 
cases, they would spend less effort on television if the 
learning task is easy. Elaboration of messages in television 
will be carried out to a lesser extent and learning will not 
be very effective. 
i 
As student‘s learning achievements on using different 
media are not identical, how much does a student learn from 
a medium ？ Salomon (1984) suggested that the learning 
achievement on using a medium will be higher whenever a 
student spends a large amount of mental effort on the medium. 
If one spends less mental effort in the processing of 
information from a medium, one will learn less. This may be 
explained by the Information Processing Model in Psychology. 
Learning occurs after information is transferred from short 
term memory to long term memory. In long term memory, 
information is encoded and linked together forming a schema. 
Learning will inevitably involve the non-automatic mental 




Elaboration w6uld enhance learning as it will build up 
more linkages between incoming information and existing 
schemata (Mayer, 1980). Elaboration is a non-automatic 
process under the control of individual. 
Salomon (1984) suggested that amount of invested mental 
effort spending on a medium would depend on student's 
attitude towards the medium. Amount of invested mental effort 
is the non-automatic mental resources expending in performing 
a task. An experienced driver would not require amount of 
invested mental effort when driving a car. This is due to 
driving skill fully automatic• Automatic mental effort will 
be voluntary and unconscious• On the other hand, non-
automatic mental effort is always intentional and will be 
processed at a deeper level. The perception of a job will 
also influence the amount of invested mental effort. When a 
task is perceived to be very difficult, one will spend little 
effort on it. The performance of the task will be poor 
consequently. 
The attitude or initial affective state of a student would 
influence his/her amount of invested mental effort to be 
spent on a medium. The constructs perceived self-efficacy and 
perceived demand characteristic are useful in .describing the 
affective entry behaviour of student towards media and they 
are discussed as follows: -
is 
. .. 
Perceived Self-Efficacy (PSE): It ^is the perception of a 
person on his/her efficacy.on a medium. It will be high if 
the medium is easy. For example, many children perceive 
television as an easy medium and feel efficacy in using 
television to learn. However, printed material will be 
J perceived as a difficult medium and many children will 
perceive low efficacy in using textbook to learn. A person 
will not invest much mental effort on a medium if both the 
J 
medium and job are perceived to be easy. On the other hand, 
a person will invest mental effort on a medium if the medium 
is perceived to be easy and the job is perceivpd to be 
difficult. 
FIGURE 2: Relation Between Perceived Self-Efficacy 
and Amount of Invested Mental Effort. 
+/-
Perceived > Amount of Invested 
Self-Efficacy Mental Effort 
+/- denotes positive or negative correlation 
Perceived Demand Characteristic (PDC): It is the perception 
of a person on how demanding a medium is. Children perceived � .1 f : • • 11. ' I. i ； different media requiring different amount of mental efforts. 
• i.. • . .. ..!•‘�‘ The demand of a medium will be high if the medium is always 
. ^ - -
used to present complex message or the medium is used for 
learning. On the other hand, perceived demand characteristic 
14 
‘ t 
on a medium will be low if the medium is used to convey 
simple message or the medium is used for fun (Salomon, 1984)• 
Many children will perceive printed material to be a highly 
demanding medium while television a low demand medium. When 
a medium is lifelike or realism, perceived demand 
characteristic will also be low. In using' educational 
television programme to learn, a child may understand or not 
understand the content of the programme. The explanation 
！ • 
, ！ . 
given by a person on why a child not understanding a 
programme may directly reveal his/her perception on the 
demand of medium. For example, a child understanding a 
I 
television programme is explained due to the child's 
intelligence will indicate one with a high perceived demand 
characteristic on television. Similarly, a child not 
understanding a television program is explained due to 
difficult programme, it will indicate one with a high 
perceived demand characteristic of television. A low ability 
student will invest less mental effort if the demand of 
medium is high. 
FIGURE 3: Relation Between Perceived Demand 
Characteristic and Amount of 
, Invested Mental Effort. 
+ 
Perceived Demand — ^ Amount of 
Characteristic Invested Mental Effort 
Perceived demand characteristic is also related with 
perceived se1f-efficacy. A high perceived demand 
15 
• — 
characteristic will be equivalent to a low perceived self-
efficacy (FIGURE 4) . ^ 
FIGURE 4: Relation Between Perceived Demand Characteristic and Perceived Self-Efficacy. 
Perceived Demand — > Perceived 
Characteristic Self-Efficacy 
. I n Salomon's model, amount of invested mental effort spent 
on media such as television and printed material would 
depend on 七he affective constructs perceived demand . 
characteristic and perceived self-efficacy. Amount of 
invested meri七al effort would affect learning achievement 
(FIGURE 5)• • 
I - • 
FIGURE 5: Salomon's Model: Learning Achievement, Amount 
• of Invested Mental Effort, Perceived • • 
Self-Efficacy, Perceived Demand Characteristic. .» -... 
Perceived Demand Characteristic < Learning Achievement ！ 
Perceived Sel卜Efficacy _ > Amount of Invested Mental Effort • — • _ 
In 19 84, Salomon found that J 
(1) American children perceived television as an easy medium 
I 
• 16 
and they felt capable of learning from television. 
(2) Success in reading was attributed to internal cause while 
success in television was attributed to the external cause. 
Amount of mental effort spending on textbook was larger but 
smaller for television programme. Consequently, students 
參 
learnt more from textbook but less from TV. 
(3) For using printed material, perceived self-efficacy was 
correlated positively with amount of invested mental effort 
and achievement^but perceived self-efficacy was correlated 
negatively with amount of invested mental effort and 
achievement for using television programme. 
(4) Perceived self-efficacy on television and text were 
different and inferential learning were related with 
perceived demand characteristic and perceived self-efficacy. 
Salomon‘s model was tested in U.S.A. and Israel. A 
• 
replication test was also carried out in Dutch (Beentjes, 
1989). The model was useful in explaining the behaviour of 
American children but not very good for the Dutch children. 
Its validity to other countries has to.be further verified. 
Computer-Assisted Instruction Courseware is a medium. Even 
though computer-assisted instruction and television both have 
a video output, their perceived demand characteristic may be 
different. Computer-assisted instruction is frequently used 





students‘ perceived demand characteristic of computer-
assisted instruction will be high and the perceived self-
efficacy will be low. However, this have to be verified by 
investigation. 
Quality of Instruction 
Application of Microcomputer in Education 
Microcomputer could be used to deliver instructions. Both 
computer-based training and multi-media computer-assisted 
instruction involve the use of microcomputer. As an 
instruction is delivered by microcomputer, the quality of 
instruction might be improved• Besides using as a delivery 
equipment, there are also other applications of microcomputer 
； ‘ 
in education (Lepper, 1985; Doerr, 1979). Microcomputer could 
be used in administration, learning arid educational research. 
i 
Administration: It is used to keep the record of students, 
time tabling and grading in test and examination. 
Learning: Microcomputer provides a learning environment. 
Users learn problem solving techniques through LOGO or other 
programming languages.. There are also software for learning 
in computer-assisted instruction and ^ interactive video. A lot 
. 1 8 
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of software for learning support individualized learning so 
that users could learn at their own time. 
‘ ‘ I 
Educational Research: Microcomputer itself could be used as a 
laboratory to investigate research problems in -education. 
Some of the examples are the motivational aspect of computer-
assisted instruction courseware and the differences of 
effectiveness between simulation courseware and tutorial 
J courseware. 
romputer-Assisted Instruction 
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is the "utilization of 
microcomputer or computer , to deliver instruction which are 
mostly interactive" (Buake, 1982). The software used in a 
computer-assisted instruction is called courseware- A 
courseware will consist electronic text, computer graphic, 
questions or animation. Microcomputer could be used to 
•deliver instruction and handling feedback. Some of the 
advantages of computer-assisted instruction are (a) the 
. involvement of users to do and keeping them mentally active, 
(b) real time feedback, (c) catering the individual 
differences of users, (d) supporting intelligence tutoring 
system and (e) learning at user's own pace and time. 
For a computer-assisted instruction courseware to run, the 
19 ‘ 
requirement of the basic hardware is simple. Menis (1987) 
• 
pointed out that a microcomputer with 64 Kilobytes random 
access memory was sufficient to run a computer-assisted 
instruction courseware of 45 minutes. For a computer-assisted 
instruction courseware of 45 minutes, it would roughly take 
50 programming hours for an experienced programmer to 
develop. However, courseware with realistic image and audio 
will be more time consuming to produce. At present, computer-
assisted instruction is still under development. Researches 
on multi-media computer-assisted instruction, intelligence 
computer-assisted instruction and interactive video are still 
going on. 
The presentation of computer-assisted instruction may take 
five different formats: games, simulations, drill and ‘ 
practice, problem solving and tutorials. Concerning the 
design of tutorial computer-assisted instruction, Alessi & 
Trollip (1985) pointed out that tutorial computer-assisted 
instruction consisted (a) Instruction, (b) Present 
Information, (c) Question and Response, (d) Assess Response 
and Feedback, (e) Remedial Instruction and (f) Closing. The 
six parts may be arranged in linear order or branching. 
To evaluate the usefulness of a courseware, courseware 
should be evaluated based on items such as remediation, 
practice and enrichment (Freyd, 1989) • 
20 
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Interactive Video 
Schwier (1987) defined interactive video as "a programme 
intentionally designed in segments, in which viewer response 
to structured opportunities (menus, questions, time 
responses) influence the sequence, size and shape of 
programme". The two features of interactive video are the 
provision of (a) lifelike video images in segments and (b) 
interactions for users. There are similarities between 
interactive video and mastery learning. Both possess the 
features of segmented learning material and the provision of 
feedback and.remediation. For interactive video, the feedback 
and remediation are handled by microcomputer. In mastery 
learning, feedback and remediation are handled manually. 
A video system without the provision of interaction for 
user will be the conventional linear video system such as 
educational television. The characteristics of educational 
. television are realism and immediacy- For conventional 
educational television, video is not segmented and there 
would be no instant remediation. Users would not have any 
direct involvement and would learn passively. The provision 
of interaction in terms of feedback and remediation is one of 
j 
the distinctive features of interactive video and « -
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interactive video could support individualized learning 
(Schwier, 1987). Individual differences in ability or 
learning rate could be catered in an interactive video 
courseware. 
華 
On the other hand, an interactive programme without any 
lifelike video would be the conventional text-based 
programmed instruction or computer-assisted instruction• The 
importance of lifelike video should not be underestimated. 
Lifelike video is useful in conveying complex massages and it 
could be used to transfer vicarious experiences. 
Interactive video is a medium which combines video and 
computer-assisted instruction. It could also be 
conceptualized as the integration of educational television 
and computer-assisted instruction. As education is an 
interactive process, the provision of interaction by 
interactive video makes it suitable to be used in school. 
However, interactive video is not widely used in secondary 
education as equipment and production cost of courseware are 
expensive (Chambers, 1987). 
As an user enters a response to a question in an • 
interactive video courseware, the response for the 
appropriate video images appearing in the monitor may take a 




video images will be delivered by laser disc player but not 
videocassette recorder. The video images in a laser disc 
could be accessed randomly resulting a fast response time. 
However, videocassette recorder has a slow response time as 
video images are accessed sequentially. In terms of 
terminology, interactive video employing laser disc player 
and videocassette recorder are called interactive videodisc 
and interactive videotape respectively. Whenever video images 
have to be modified frequently, interactive videotape will be 
more appropriate than interactive videodisc as video images 
in the former could be updated easily and economically. 
The interactions incorporated in an interactive video 
courseware might vary from simple to complex. Depending on 
the extent of interaction (Petty & Rosen, 1987), courseware 
may be developed by eight different models. They are: (a) 
Linear Model, (b) Complex Linear Model, (c) Simple Branching 
or Remediation Model, (d) Nonlinear Hierarchical Model, (e) 
Simple Simulation Model, (f) Problem-Solving Simulation 
Model, (g) Computer-Based Tutorial Model and (h) Artificial 
Intelligence Model. Similar to computer-assisted instruction, 
interactive video could be designed in a variety of formats 
such as game, simulation, drill and practice, problem solving 
and tutorial. Tutorial interactive video courseware consists 
of basically the following parts: (a) Introduction, (b) 
Present Information, (c) Question and Response, (d) Assess 
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Response and Feedback, (e) Remedial Instruction and (f) 
Closing (Alessi & Trollip, 1985). 
The production of an interactive video courseware even a 
simple one involves a large amount of resources in terms 
of time and personnel (Mcglade & Mills, 1989). The use of 
existing films, video tapes and slides in the process of 
designing new interactive video courseware will minimize 
the total amount of expenditure (Nugent, 1989) . • 
» 
Feedback 
After summarizing the results of 54 studies, Lysakowski 
and Walberg (19 82) concluded that cues, participation and 
corrective feedback were effective instructional technique. 
The provision of feedback in a courseware will be 
beneficial to learners. Learners under instructional 
programmes with feedback had higher scores in the posttest 
than those without feedback (Lhyle & Kulhavy, 1987). The 
effect of feedback would be enhanced if learners had spent 
I I » effort on feedback. Feedback; inky take different formats. s , • '...； » I • :.••‘ •：. i ！ .•."•i.. ^  
；1 .1 -' ： However, various formats of i feedback have the same objective 
,• .' 1 • I I ‘ f 
. . . . ？ •：».' f. • ••:.!.，、’ . 
of informing learners on 'their performance. Feedback will 
provide additional information for learners (Slavin, 1989). 
The function of feedback is informational rather than 
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reinforcing (Bardwell, 1981). Comparing immediate feedback 
and delayed feedback, the latter will be more effective in 
facilitating learners• retention and acquisition of 
knowledge. Moreover, a lot of feedback in interactive video 
courseware are immediate and real time. One of. the features 
Of interactive video courseware;is that it provides instant 
• • r 人 r ；•“；‘：' 
：：I『吻,:”:t:(、.:....:.： response to learners. ； .�； , 
.:r f..::、，..: :.，::._. • 
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a Tnteractive Videodisc 
The basic components of an interactive videodisc system 
are videodisc player, microcomputer and monitor.. In any 
interactive system, the extent of interaction may vary from 
simple to complex. For most interactive videodisc systems, 
the videodisc players are controlled by microcomputers. There 
are 54,000 frames in the videodisc and each frame could be 
accessed randomly (Yam, 1987). Basing on the types of 
feedback and interactions supported, interactivity of a 
system may be ranked to different levels. A higher level 
denotes the capability of providing sophisticated 
interaction. For example. Level 0 means the lowest 
interactivity while Level 3 means a high interactivity. The 
interactivity of videodisc system may be classified into four 
different levels. Interactivity of level, 0 is a linear 
system. The user could control on, off and pause. For level 
1, user could have (a) rapid random•access to programmed . 
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segment and (b) automatic stop. The major difference between 
level 0 and level 1 is "automatic stop" being available in 
level .1. Concerning with .level 2, there is provision of 
branching. The user enters a response and the programme 
develops depending on the user's inputted response. The 
control programme is stored in the videodisc and the 
courseware could not be modified. For interactivity of level 
3, flexible programming is supported. As a user enters a 
response, the programme proceeds depending on (a) user s 
inputted response and (b) the status of peripheral and 
external device. To support the sophisticated interactions in 
level 3, microcomputer has to be used. The control programme 
is stored in the microcomputer and the courseware could be 
modified easily. For an interactive video system of level 3, 
it supports the use of sophisticated interactions. The high 
production cost of courseware and expensive hardware of 
interactive videodisc systems are the disadvantages of 
interactive videodisc (Franchi, 1992). 
Interactive Videotape 
Interactive videotape is similar to interactive videodisc 
with the former employing videocassette recorder as the 
delivery equipment. It is a low cost alternative of 
interactive videodisc. The exploration of interactive 
videotape- has been attempted (Mcglade & Mills, 1989; Briscode 
. 2 6 
et al., 1987; Davis and Kenny, 1980). 
In Taiwan, Wan and Yau (1984) had developed an interactive 
videotape system. Domestic videocassette recorder was 
controlled by .IBM PC microcomputer via a specialized design 
interfacing card. The programming language BASIC had been 
used as the authoring language. The medium of instruction in 
the interactive videotape system was Chinese. Comparing 
interactive videotape with computer-assisted instruction, 
some believed that interactive videotape was better as there 
was motion picture, lifelike audio and video image (Petty & 
Rosen, 1987). 
Franks et al. (1989) had constructed an interactive video 
system which was not expensive. The system required a special 
videocassette recorder which had a 34 pins remote control 
plug (e.g. Panasonic NV series). A specialized interfacing 
card was designed and plugged into the slot of IBM XT 
microcomputer. Using the 34 pins remote control plug, the 
• 
videocassette recorder was under wired remote control of 
microcomputer. However, the system was not cheap as special 
videocassette recorder had to be used instead of domestic 
videocassette recorder. 
Two of the disadvantages of interactive videotape systems 
are slow response time and most set-ups require high cost 
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specialized videocasse七te recorders • Due to the advancement of 
technology, low cost domestic videocassette recorder becomes 
powerful. Domestic videocassette recorders with time search, 
fast response and infrared remote control are available. As 
a domestic videocassette recorder is under the control of 
infrared signal emitted from microcomputer, a low cost 
interactive video system is established. The system could be 
easily set up in most schools, learning institutes and even 
J - "‘ 
at homes. 
Using the terminology used in interactive videodisc, 
interactive videotape system may be ranked to four levels. 
Most domestic videocassette recorders are not designed for 
use in interactive video system and most domestic 
videocassette recorders could not stop automatically. The 
level of interactivity of most domestic videocassette 
recorders is level 0• 
Hardware of Interactive Videotape 
The basic components of an interactive videotape system of 
level 3 are microcomputer, interfacing card, videocassette 
recorder and monitor. Videocassette recorder is under the 
control of microcomputer. Some videocassette recorders could 
be controlled by RS 232 while some by wired remote control or 






designed to control videocassette recorder had to be plugged 
into the slot of microcomputer. The video output of 
videocassette recorder will be shown in a monitor. 
Ant.horina L^ngnaae of Interactive Videotape. ‘ 
Authoring languages are used to prepare courseware. There 
are many . authoring languages in the market (e.g. Tencore, 
Pilot and Chinese Authoring System)• To have full control of 
the microcomputer, it is appropriate to use low level 
programming language. In this study. Microsoft QuickBasic and 
Macro Assembler are used. QuickBasic which requires 
programming skill will be used to develop interactive 
videotape courseware. 
Between Cognitive Entry Behaviour 
and Quality of Instruction 
Apt] tude-Treatment Tnteraction 
Chan Sc Cole (1986) confirmed that the initial ability of 
students would interact with instructional methods. Under 
the instructional method of mastery learning, the gap of 
achievement between low ability students and high ability 
students would be narrowed. The study indicated that there 
was an interaction between cognitive entry behaviour and 
quality of instruction. The_ interaction between initial 
• I 
. . . • 
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ability of learner and instructional method is called 
Aptitude-Treatment Interaction (ATI) (FIGURE 6). 




乂 High Ability Group z 
/ . Low Ability Group 
— 1 ^ . . , 
fi^ B Instruction Method 
Clark (1982) summarized the studies of aptitude-treatment 
interaction and contended that the structure of instruction 
would interact with the ability of students (TABLE 1). 
i 
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I^teLction Between Structures of Instruction and Ability of 
Students 
Structure of instruction 
- ‘ 
high structure low structure 
low-ability higher achievement lower achievement 
, (students not prefer) (students prefer) 
student “ “ 一 “ “ 
high-ability lower achievement higher achievement 
(students not prefer) (students prefer) — — —^ 
A high structured instruction will direct the learning 
path for students while a low structured instruction will 
provide the freedom for students to explore the learning 
materials. It was found that low ability students would be 
benefited from high structured instruction. Low structured 
instruction was not suitable for low ability students. 
However, low ability students preferred low structured 
instruction as they perceived low structured instruction not 
highly demanding and high structured instruction highly 
demanding. 
Furthermore, Clark (1982) suggested that the achievement 
and enjoyment of instruction were negatively correlated• 




learned not much. For example, low ability students liked low 
structured instructions which would require more mental 
resources and effort. Low structured instruction would not be 
beneficial to the low ability students. On the contrary, low 
• ability students would be benefited from high structured 
instruction where less mental resources wexe required. 
However, low ability students did not like high structured 
instruction. It was because they perceived the high 
structured instruction requiring a lot of mental resources 
and effort. 
Learner Control and Prior Knowledge 
For a computer-assisted instruction courseware, the 
sequence, amount of subject content or pace of learning could 
be controlled by learners and hardware . To support 
individualized learning and cater individual differences of 
learners, most computer-assisted instruction courseware will 
proceed according to learners， choice and their performance. 
Learner control on computer-assisted instruction courseware 
. I 
might vary from designer imposed control, total learner 
control, learner control with system advice to learner 
without any control. The extent of learner control may be 
conceptualized as a continuum. Along the continuum of learner 





learner with full control lying at the other end. 
The prior knowledge level of learners varied from 
individual to individual. Some process a low level of prior 
knowledge while others with a high level of prior knowledge. 
Gay (1986) found that (1) students with low prior conceptual 
understanding of learning materials performed better in 
posttest under program control, (2) no significant difference 
in performance.of posttest be七ween learner control and 
program control for students with high prior conceptual 
understanding and (3) the existence of an interaction between 
learner control and prior understanding of learning 
materials. The interaction could be interpreted as an 
interaction between the macro variables of cognitive entry 
behaviour and quality of ins七ruction. I七 was because prior 
understanding was a dimension of cogni七ive entry behaviour 
and learner control was a dimension of quality of 
instruction• 
Students with low prior understanding of learning 
mat白rials did not attain a high level of performance in 
posttest under a learner control environment. It may be due 
I . 
to the low prior understanding students were poor decision 
makers. They made inappropriate decision in the selection of 
learning path. The provision of choice in a learner control 




prior understanding students. Consequently, they could not be 
benefited. On the other hand, low prior understanding 
students would be benefited from program control environment 
as less freedom is provided. Students would inake 
inappropriate decision to a lesser extent. 
Instructional Design . 
.Learning is a complex process. For an instruction, the 
macro variables learner, subject content and means of 
instruction delivery will influence the outcomes of learning 
(Richey, 1986). The instructional method "Mastery Learning", 
which incorporates feedback and corrective procedures had 
i 
been applied in schools and the results were promising (Chan 
& Cole, 1986) . Students' differences in ability are catered 
in mastery learning. Mastery learning is based on the 
contention that, under favorable learning conditions, low 
ability students would learn well and their achievement would 
be comparable to bright students- The differences of learning 
SLchievemeri七 between lower ability students and high ability 
‘...丨：’，：..丨. 
students would be n a r r o w e d • ； ; ， 
- • • • •‘ ‘ • 
To cater the diverse needs of learners and to maximize the 
• ‘ 
capabilities of different instructional delivery hardware, 
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there are various instructional design theories or 
instructional design models for the design of instruction. For 
example, Component Display Theory (Merrill, 1983) could be 
applied to design conventional computer-assisted instruction 
courseware. The model "Retrieving Orienting Presenting 
’ ，• ‘ . 
Encoding Sequencing and Contextual Factors" (Hannafin & 
Rieber, 1989 ) could be used to design courseware which 
'! . • •；;-:..:、. I . . 1 ...... . . 
Utilizes up to date hardware or software. Instructional 
designs are cruJial to the success of educational programme 
and courseware. Good courseware or programme will inevitably 
be developed with an appropriate instructional design. 
Different instructional designs models are not based on 
the same learning theory. On the contrary, many instructional 
design models are based on different theories (e.g. 
behavioral psychology or cognitive psychology). Most 
instructional.design models are rules of thumb and 
prescriptive. Some are derived from experiences. An . 
instructional design model is prescriptive if the outcome and 
initial conditions of instruction do not vary but the 
procedures of instruction will be selected so that learning 
achievement will be maximized. Even though prescriptive 
research on instructional design should not be neglected 
(Clark, 1989), descriptive research on instructional design 
is also worthwhile. 
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For the descriptive research of instructional design, the 
effects of (a) initial conditions of instructions and (b) 
procedures of instruction on learning achievement will be 
studied. To investigate the descriptive nature of 
instructional design, what factors should be considered ？ 
Richey (1986) suggested that an instructional design theory 
should take into account of the following macro variables: 
learner, content, delivery and environment (FIGURE 7) . The 
four macro variables proposed by Richey was a conceptual 
• » 
model rather than a procedural model. It did not go into the 
J 
details of how courseware were developed practically. The 
achievement of an instruction will depend on the four macro 
variables and Richey proposed that 
Achievement = p Learner + q Content + r Environment + 
s Delivery + t 
where and t are coefficients. Standardized 
coefficients could be used to indicate the relative 
importance of learner, content, environment and delivery in 
.the learning achievement of an instruction. Richey’s Model 
and Bloom's Model on learning achievement are similar. Both 
models indicated that learners and instruction are crucial 
variables affecting the learning achievement, 
• ‘ • 
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FIGURE 7: Learning Achievement Depends On Four 
Macro Variables. 
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Macro Variables in Instructional Design 
Using Richey's model (Richey, 1986), a good instructional 
design theory should be able to reveal the relations among 
. the four macro variables learners, content, environment and 
delivery. The four macro variables are outlined as follows: 
Learners: The focus of education or training is the learner. 
The age of learner, their cognitive status and affective 






Content: The content to be learnt may be only declarative 
knowledge, only procedural knowledge, only operational skill 
or a mixed up of declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge 
and operational skill. The content to be learnt would 
influence the choice of medium and the -sequence of 
instruction. 
Environment: This refers to the physical environment in which 
an user learns. Different environments require different 
considerations. In school, students are prepared to learn. In 
public place, students" attention will be distracted. 
Culture and organization climate will also affect learning. 
Delivery: The capability of instruction delivery system will 
affect the pacing, mode of presentation and extent of 
interaction. Pacing of an instruction may be slow or fast. 
The presentation may be in printed or video format. There may 
be no interactions or some interactions between learners and 
the delivery system. 
Delivery Media and learner 
• How are learners affected by an instruction delivery 
system ？ For learning, some prefer using television while 
others prefer using printing materials. Some get a higher 
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achievement in using printed materials to learn while some are 
not. How does a delivery medium affect learner ？ Salomon 
(1984) found that television was always processed at a lower 
extent by American children and. their achievements in using 
television to learn was! ^ ^^ high. Krendl (1986) investigated 
students' preference, perceived difficulty 'and learning 
achievement of computer, television, reading and writing. The 
study focused on relations between (a) preference, perceived 
difficulty and. learning achievement and (b) different 
activities and different sub-group of subjects. Krendle 
(1986) found that computer was the most preferred activity 
while print was the least preferred activity- Television was 
the most easy medium while computer was the most difficult. 
The learning achievement via reading would be better than via 
television. The preconception of media would be depended on 
preference and perceived difficulty. 
Audio visual media are always used to deliver information 
and messages to learners. - Even though media will affect 
. learners, the size of effect on learners may be small or 
large. Learning achievement would primarily be depended on 
the content of message but not the media themselves (Clark, 
1983). Medium was a means but not an end. 
However, new medium which "incorporates new technologies 




interactions for users. For example, an interactive computer-
assisted instruction courseware will proceed according to • 
user's learning performance (Greenfield, 1984)• It is guessed 
' i 
that interactive multimedia computer—assisted instruction 
will maximize learning achievement. Investigation on the 
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CHAPTER 3, METHODOLOGY 
Sample of Subjects 
« 
The subjects of this study were Form One A and Form One C 
students of Leung Sing Tak College. As the treatment sessions 
of this study would last four half-days, many contacted 
secondary school principals thought that the treatment 
I 
sessions would hinder the normal tight teaching schedule 
which had been planned for their students at the beginning of 
academic year. Some principals did not recommend their 
students to participate the treatment sessions as the normal 
lessons might be affected. It was rather difficult to 
persuade some principals permitting their students to be the 
subjects of the study. Few school principals thought that it 
would be feasible to carry out the study in the first term or 
second term of the academic year. Eventually, one secondary 
school principal who supported the study was found. The 
principal of Leung Sing Tak College supported the study by 
encouraging his Form One students to be the subjects of 
study. 
The total number of students of Form One A and Form One C 
was eighty. In order not to interfere the teaching schedule 




out in normal school hours in Leung Sing Tak College. Instead, 
the treatment sessions"were conducted in Kwai Chung Technical 
Institute on two consecutive Saturdays. 
Three rooms were rented in Kwai Chung Technical Institutes 
for the treatment sessions• One week before the treatment 
session, a pre七est on Integrated Science was conducted. 
Using the pretest scores, subjects were stratified from high 
to low levels with four students in each level. The subjects 
in each level were randomly assigned to four different 
treatment groups. Under this arrangement, the subjects were 
randomly assigned to four groups by matching with their 
academic ability. The groups were named as Group A, Group 
B, Group C and Group D respectively. The four groups had 
different treatments (TABLE 2). 
TABLE 2 
Treatments of Group A, Group B, Group C and Group D 
Group Treatment * 
A VI V2 V3 V4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
B VI Q1 V2 Q2 V3 Q3 V4 Q4 
C VI Q1 A1 V2 Q2 A2 V3 Q3 A3 V4 Q4 A4 
D VI Q1 A1 R1 V2 Q2 A2 R2 V3 Q3 A3 R3 V4 Q4 A4 R4 
* Vi, Qi, Ai and Ri denoted Video, Question, Assess 
Answer of Question and Remediation at the ith 
time respectively 




a medium to learn and they had to attend an immediate posttest 
and answered an attitude questionnaire. Three students were 
unable to attend the treatment sessions as their parents 
objected them going to Kwai Chung Technical Institute to 
participate the treatment sessions. The total number of 
subjects completed the treatment sessions was seventy seven. 
Leung Sing Tak College was an average standard secondary 
school. The academic abilities of subjects were average 
standard. The use of average standard subjects would minimize 
the ceiling effect and floor effect (Mitchell & Jolley, 
1988). 
• 1 
All the subjects would learn individually by using the 
supplied video programme/courseware. Subjects in Group A 
would be instructed by viewing non-interactive videotape 
which was an educational television programme followed by 
questions. Group B would be instructed by viewing video 
programme in which each video segment was followed by a 
multiple choice question. 
Group C would be instructed by a courseware in which each 
video segment was followed by multiple choice a question with 
feedback. After the presentation of a video segment, subjects 
were asked to answer a multiple choice question with four 




was correct immediately. The information on the correctness of 
choice would act as a feedback to learners. If the subject 
could not answer correctly at the first time, he/she would 
be required to answer the multiple choice question once more. 
In case of incorrect answer in the second trial, there would 
be no provision of remediation and the courseware would 
proceed to next video segment. 
Group D would be instructed by interactive videotape 
courseware which would include video segments, question, 
assessment on answer of question and remediation. The 
remediation strategy of the interactive videotape courseware 
was based on the complex linear model (Petty & Rosen, 1987). 
After the presentation of a video segment, subjects were 
asked to answer a multiple choice question with four options• 
Courseware would proceed to next video segment and no 
remediation would be given if subjects gave a correct answer. 
In case of an incorrect answer, explanation on wrong choice 
would be presented and subjects would be required to answer 
the multiple choice question once more. The courseware would 
- ‘ . 
also proceed to the next segment whenever the subjects .]• i 
, j . .: .'；•r.i answered correctly. If the subjects answered incorrectly, 
:'卜’，I、 . 
, I i 
explanation would be given；andvthe original segment would be 
played again. After presentation, the multiple choice 
• . “ I • 
question would be asked again. However, instead of giving 
the option to look at the video program once more, subjects 
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were advised to consult a tutor and courseware would proceed 
to next video segment even though the subjects could not 
answer multiple choice correctly (Appendix D)• 
As there was only one set of low cos七•interactive 
videotape system prototype, it would be difficult to increase 
the number of sub jects i A l 链 链 c i y • Due t � t h e limited 
• j ‘ I, ； 
available resources, a minimum. limnber of eighty students was 
involved in the treatment sessions. 
Research Design 
The design of the study was Experimental Group-Control 
(TABLE 3)• 
TABLE 3 .“ 
Experimental Group-Control Design 
.、 _ 
Pretest Treatment Posttest 
01 Group A 05 
Randomization 02 Group B 06 
with Matching 
03 Group C 07 • 
04 Group D 08 
‘ • . 
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The design would enable us to test whether any significant 
differences in learning achievement among the four treatment 
groups. In this study, there might be novelty effect when 
subjects used the interactive videotape courseware. The 
existence of novelty effect would be due to the first time 
user of interactive videotape courseware. • 
In order to minimize the influence of novelty effect due 
to being the f^irst time user of interactive videotape 
courseware, there would be two different sets of video 
programme/courseware for all subjects to use. 
Procedure 
Prior to the start of treatment sessions, subjects were 
required to answer a pretest and questionnaire. The 
questionnaire was designed to measure their perceived demand 
characteristic and perceived self-efficacy of television and 
computer-assisted instruction (Appendix E). A brief session 
had been held and subjects would be informed of the procedure 
of the experiment. In the treatment sessions, all the 
subjects would learn individually by using the supplied 
learning materials. A time table for subjects using video 
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programme/courseware to learn had been drawn up. The time 
table had been designed in such a way that subjects who had 
completed the video programme/courseware would not meet with 
those who did not start the video programme/courseware. 
Volunteer teachers acting as research assistants had been 
deployed to monitor the subjects so that subjects would not 
discuss any thing about the treatment sessions among 
themselves. Each treatment session lasted forty minutes. 
An immediate posttest and attitude questionnaire was 
conducted after the subjects had finished the second set of 
video program/courseware. Two weeks later, a delayed 
retention posttest was conducted. All the questions of 
immediate and retention posttest were based on the video 
programme and interactive videotape courseware. Subjects 
were not be informed of these arrangement• The questions of 
the immediate and retention posttests were recall items and 
inferential items. The questions were used to measure how 
much subjects had acquired from the video 
programme/courseware. The total scores of immediate posttest 
would be used to measure the immediate learning achievement 
after subjects underwent the treatments. The total score of 
the retention test would be used to measure the learning 
I 
achievement after two weeks. 
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Materials 
Two educational television programmes of Form Two 
Integrated Science had been used in this study. Concerning 
‘ t h e copyright of educational programmes, it had been granted 
by Education Department of Hong Kong Government to use the 
programmes "Simple Electric Circuit" and "Electromagnet and 
Electric Motor" in this study. The educational television 
programmes were .off-air recorded from 12:20 p.m. to 12:40 
p.m. on 2 2 nd October, 199 0 and 19th November, 199 0 • 
respectively from ATV World Channel . All the video 
programmes/courseware were adopted from the off-air recorded 
of educational television programmes. There was provision of 
remediation for interactive videotape courseware. The 
interactive videotape courseware was in Chinese medium and in 
the format of tutorial. It was developed by the author. The 
courseware included the following parts: introduction, 
present information), question and response, assess 
correctness of response, remedial instruction and closing. 
The objective of the educational television programme "Simple 
Electric Circuit" was that students would understand simple 
electric circuit after viewing the programme. The objective 
of the educational television programme "Electromagnet and 
Electric Motor" was that students would understand the 
principles and applications of electromagnet and motor after 
viewing the programme. 
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Variables 
The dependent variables were immediate posttest score, 
retention posttest score and attitude score.. The immediate 
posttest and retention posttest scores would measure 
subjects, learning achievements under various media- Based on 
the content and learning objectives of the educational 
television programme, the recall items and inferential items 
of immediate posttests and retention posttest were designed 
by three experienced Science teachers teaching junior form 
Integrated Science. There were thirteen items in the 
immediate posttest and retention posttest. Seven items were 
recall items while six items were inferential items. The 
posttests were marked by another experienced Science teacher. 
A subject with a high score in the posttest would indicate 
that he/she had learnt beneficially a lot from the medium. 
A pre-developed attitude scale (Appendix F), which was 
adopted from Jones (1985), was used to measure whether 
subjects liked the medium in which they used during the 
learning session. The attitude scale consisted of nine 
questions. 
« 
The independent variables included- types of treatment 
(Group A, Group B, Group C and Group D), perceived self-
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efficacy and perceived demand characteristic towards a medium. 
Perceived Self-Efficacy (PSE) was the perception of a 
subject on his/her efficacy towards a medium. It would be 
high if the perception of the medium was easy. Perceived • • 
self-efficacy was measured by twenty items which were adopted 
from Salomon's questionnaire (Salomon, 1984) . Subjects were 
required to indicate on a four points scale on how easy to 
learn various subjects from the media of television and 
computer-assisted instruction. The perceived self-efficacy 
was used to measure the affective entry behaviour of 
students• 
Perceived Demand Characteristic (PDC) was the perception 
of a subject on the extent of demand from a medium• It would 
be high if a medium was used to present complex material or 
the medium was always used for learning rather than 
entertainment. It would be low if the medium was realistic or 
'lifelike. Perceived demand characteristic was measured by two 
sections which were adopted from Salomon's questionnaire 
(Salomon, 19 84). The first section consisted of four 
questions. Subjects were required to choose among four 
explanations on why a child did not understand a progranmie or 
courseware. The second section consisted of six questions. The 
perceived demand characteristic was used to measure the 
affective entry behaviour of students. 
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Hardware Configuration 
The videocassette recorder to be used in the interactive 
videotape system was a domestic videocassette recorder, 
Mitsubishi B31 which supported fast response and time 
search. It was under remote control by infrared signal 
emitted from an interface card installed in microcomputer 
(Appendix B)- The microcomputer was an 80286 compatible 
microcomputer. An interface card were used to emit infrared 
signal controlling the videocassette recorder. The outputs of 
videocassette recorder and microcomputer were shown in 
monitors• 
Authoring Language and Courseware design 
Most authoring languages were not specially designed to 
support the control of videocassette recorder by infrared 
signal emitted by microcomputer. However, authoring language 
for interactive videodisc was abundant (e.g. Tencore, IDEAS, 
PIL9T). The interactive videotape courseware had been 
developed by the author using the high level programming 
language Microsoft QuickBASIC. Programme- structure and 
programme listing were shown in Appendix C. QuickBASIC was an 
authoring language requiring programming skills. Microsoft 
Macro Assembler was also used to develop a subroutine 
“ 5 1 
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controlling the interface card to emit infrared signal which 
controlled videocassette recorder. An identical prototype of 
the interactive videotape system had been demonstrated in 
the seminar organized by the Association of Educational 
Communication and Technology (Hong Kong) held in June 
1990. ； ‘ 
Null Hypotheses 
J ^ 
The null hypotheses are 
(1) There is no significant difference in the score of 
immediate pos七tes七 among Group A, Group B, Group C and Group 
D. 
(2) There is no significant difference in the score of 
retention test among Group A, Group B, Group C and Group D. 
(3) There is no significant difference in the score of 




In this study, the dependent variables were immediate 
posttest, delayed retention test and attitude. ANOVA was 
used to see whether any significant difference in the 
learning achievement betweeii subjects using non—interactive 
and interactive videotape. In the,analysis of variance on 
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immediate posttest and delayed retention posttest, subjects' 
pretest scores were used as a covariate. ANOVA was also be 
used to test whether any significant difference in the 
attitude of subjects towards various media. 
番 
Regression was used to find out which would have a 
stronger mediating effect on learning achievement among 
quality of instruction, cognitive entry behavior and 




CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 
Treatment Sessions 
The treatment sessions were carried out in Kwai Chung 
Technical Institute. Thirty nine and thirty eight subjects 
had attended the treatment sessions held on 14th and 21st 
December 1991 respectively. Three rooms serving different 
purposes were us^d to accommodate the subjects. One room was 
used for subjects to learn individually. Each time, four 
subjects entered the room and sited at the different corners 
of the room to learn individually. The subjects could not see 
each other and they could only watch the video 
programme/courseware. One room was used to hold the subjects 
who did not have any treatment yet. Another room was used to 
hold the subjects who had completed the treatment sessions. 
In each room, there was at least one research assistant who 
was a teacher to take care and monitor the subjects so that 
they would not discuss one other about the treatments. Each 
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During the treatment^ sfessiotis it .was observed that some 
subjects of Group A Slfi iin g ..as they used the non — 
interactive linear videotap^ programme to learn. The subjects 
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within the videotape programme. For Group D, subjects had no 
difficulty in using the interactive videotape courseware to 
learn and they did not feel boring. Most subjects of Group C 
and Group D could answer correctly the assessment questions 
between the video segments. Most subjects of Group D did not 
need the remediation which had been incorpo'rated in 1;he 
interactive videotape courseware• 
Reliability of the Instruments 
Attitude 
Attitude was measured by an instrument which consisted of I 
nine questions (Appendix F)• Subjects were required to answer 
the q u e s t i o n s which had four options. Reliability analysis 
was carried out to find the internal consistency of the 
instrument and the result was shown in Table 4. The Cronbach 
Alpha was 0.63 and the internal consistency of the instrument 
was acceptable. 
."Table 4 . 
Reliability of Attitude Questionnaire 
Item No. Item-Total Correlation Alpha If Item Deleted 
1 0.47 
2 0.57 0.54 
3 0.42 0.58 
4 0.42 0-58 
5 0.60 0-53 
6 0.34 0.60 
7 0.34 . 0.60 
8 0.19 0.64 
9 -0.26 0.74 
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Perceived self-efficacy was measured by an instrument 
which consisted of twenty questions. Subjects were required 
to answer the questions which had four options.'Ten questions 
were used to measure perceived self-efficacy for television. 
Another ten questions were used to measure perceived self-
efficacy for computer-assisted instruction. Results of 
reliability analysis for perceived self-efficacy for ‘ 
television and computer-assisted instruction were shown in 
Table 5 and Table 6. 
Beentjes (1989) found that Cronbach Alpha of perceived 
self-efficacy for television was 0.72 for the Dutch children. 
The Cronbach Alpha of perceived self-efficacy for television 
in this study was 0.58 and the internal consistency of 
perceived self-efficacy for television was marginally 
acceptable• 
The Cronbs^ch Alpha of perceived self-efficacy for 
computer-assisted instruction was 0.75. This indicated the 
instrument of perceived self-efficacy for computer-assisted 
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l i a b i l i t y of Perceived Self-Efficacy for Television 
Questionnaire • 
‘Item NO. Item-Total Correlation Alpha If Item Deleted 
1 0.20 0*59 
2 0.09 X 3 0.31 0.54 
4 0,32 0.54 
5 0.27 
f- 0.38 
7 0 2 ? S：-
9 0:24 二 
10 0.28 
J Cronbach Alpha = 0.58 
llfilhllitY of Perceived Self-Efficacy for Computer-Assisted 
Instruction Questionnaire ^ 
Item NO, Item-Total Correlation Alpha If Item Deleted 
1 0.38 0.72 
2 0.36 . 0-73 
3 0.41 0.72 
4 0.45 0.72 
5 0.52 0-71 
5 0.58 0.70 
7 0.36 0.73 
8 0.49 0.71 
9 0.43 0.72 
10 0.16 0.76 
Cronbach Alpha = 0.75 
Perceived Demand Characteristic 
I 
Perceived demand characteristic for television and 
computer-assisted instruction were measured by an instrument 





of four questions. Subjects were required to choose among four 
explanations why a child did not understand a programme or 
courseware. The second section consisted of six questions. 
All the questions were adop七ed from Salomon's questionnaire. 
Results of reliability analysis for Section 1 and Section 2 
of perceived demand characteristic for television and 
computer-assisted instruction were shown in Table 7, Table 8, 
Table 9 and Table 10. 
Table 7 
Reliability of Section 1 of Perceived Demand Characteris-tic 
for Television Questionnaire 
Item No. Item-Total Correlation 
1 -0.30 
2 -0.30 
Cronbach Alpha = -0.83 
Table 8 
Reliability of Section 1 of Perceived Demand ^  Characteristic 
for Computer-Assisted Instruction Questionnaire 
Item No. Item-Total Correlation 
1 0.03 
2 0.03 
Cronbach Alpha = 0.06 
Table 9 . 
Reliability of Section 2 of Perceived Demand Characteristic 
for Television Questionnaire 
Item No. Item-Total Correlation Alpha If Item Deleted 
1 0.57 0.23 
2 0.29 0.64 
3 0.37 0.54 
Cronbach Alpha = 0.59 
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Table 10 . . . 
Reliability of Section 2 of Perceived D�mand•Characteristic 
for Computer-Assisted Instruction Questionnaire 
工tern No. Item-Total Correlation Alpha If Item Deleted 
1 0.41 0.37 
2 0.32 0-51 
3 0.35 0.46 
Cronbach Alpha = 0.55 
In this study, Cronbach Alpha of PDC-TV-Section-1 and PDC-
CA工-Section-1 were -0.83 and 0.06. This showed that Section 1 
of the instrument for perceived demand characteristic had a 
poor internal consistency. Beentjes (1989) found that 
Cronbach Alpha for PDC-TV-Section-1 was -0.49 and suggested 
that the items were negatively correlated. Beentjes (1989) 
pointed out there was a lack of internal consistency for 
items for Section 1 of perceived demand characteristic. 
The items in Section 1 of the instrument of perceived 
demand characteristic for television and computer-assisted 
instruction were not employed to measure perceived demand 
. c h a r a c t e r i s t i c due to the unsatisfactory internal 
consistency. 
1 . . 
Cronbach Alpha of .Section 2 of the instrument of perceived 
demand characteristic for television and computer-assisted 
instruction were 0.59 and 0.55 respectively. Even though the 
59 
reliability coefficients for Section 2 of the instrument of 
perceived demand characteristic were not high,七hey were 
still marginally acceptable. Perceived demand characteristic 




• Immediate Posttest 
J • 
1 
The means and standard deviations of recall items score, 
inferential items score and total score of immediate posttest 
in Programme 1 and Programme 2 among the groups were listed 
in Table 11. The immediate posttest consisted of thirteen 
questions and the total score was twenty six. 
ANOVA was used to find out any significant difference in 
immediate posttest score among Group A, Group B, Group C and 
Group D. The results were shown in Table 12. As the F-values 
for programme 1 (£(3,76)=0•42 , n.s. ) and programme 2 
{F(3,76)=0.45, n.s.) were not significant, it indicated that 
there was no significant difference in immediate posttest 
score among Group A, Group B, Group C and Group D for both 
programme 1 and programme 2, The null hypothesis one of this 
study could not be rejected. 
I 
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As the difference in immediate posttest score for 
programme 1 and programme 2 among four groups was not 
significant, the enhancement of interactive videotape on 
immediate learning achievement was not significant. 
‘ I 
# 
S S n s lid Standard Deviations of Immediate Posttest Scores 
in Programme 1 and Programme 2 Among the Groups 
- • • — • 
— — c "D ^ 
Group ^ “ 
‘ M e a n S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D> 
Recall Items 8.3 2 . 2 “ 8 . 7 2 . 8 ” 8 . 5 3 . 0 8 . 4 2.8 
(Immediate , 
Posttest 
in Programme 1) ^ ^ , ^ o o i q o o if： 
Inferential Items 4.0 1.8 3.4 1.3 2.9 1.9 2.8 1.6 
(Immediate 
Posttest 
in Programme 1) ^ ^ .. ^ a a Total Score . 12.2 3.0 12.1 2.9 11.4 4.3 11.3 4.0 
(Immediate 
Posttest 
in Programme 1). ^ ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ p. o i o f t 
Recall Items 8.4 2.5 7.4 1.8 7.6 3.0 8.1 2.8 
(Iininediate 
Posttest 
‘ i n f c 二 m 二 • 4.4 2.9 4.4 2.7 4.5 3.0 5.5 3.4 
(Immediate 
Posttest 
T o S / s c ^ r r ^ ,4.3 11.8 4.0 12.1 5.1 13.6 5.9 
• (Ipnediate 
• Posttest 
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Table 12 ‘ _ 
Analysis of Variance on Learning Achievement Among Group A, 
Group B, Group C and Group D for Immediate Posttest 
Group A B C D 
n=20 n=19 n=19 n=19 i — —^  
Measures Mean Mean Mean Mean df F-value P 
Immediate 12.1 1 1 . 4 l l T s s J V s ' 0 . 4 2 n.s. 
Posttest (3.0) (2.9) (4.3) (4.0) 
Prograjimie 1 
Immediate 12.8 11.8 12.1 13.6 3/76 0.45 n.s. 
Posttest (4.3) (4.0) (5.1) (5.9) 
Prograirane 2 ^ _• I ~ 
Data in brackets irepiregeri七 standaird deviation ‘ 
Retention Posttest 
The means and standard deviations of recall items score, 
inferential items score；, total score of retention posttest in 
Programme i and Programme 2 were listed in Table 13. The 
retention posttest consisted of thirteen questions and the 
total score was twenty six. 
ANOVA was used to find out any significant difference in 
retention posttest score among Group A, Group B, Group C and 
Group D. The results were shown in Table 14• As the F-value 
for programme 1 (F(3,76)=0.18, n.s.) and programme 2 
(11(3,76)=0.88, n.s.), it indicated that there were no 
significant difference in retention posttest score among 
Group A, Group B, Group C and Group D for both programme 1 
62 
and programme 2- The null hypothesis two of this study could 
not be rejected. 
- • 
S n ： ind Standard Deviations of R e t e g f ^ ^ 二 ” s t Score 
in Programme 1 and Programme 2 Among the Groups 
— i ^ C D 
Group ^ 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
Recall I t e m s “ 9.2 2.7 9.2 2.8 9.3 2.5 9.7 3.0 
(Retention 
Posttest 
l n ? e r l n ^ l i L . s 4.4 1.8 4.4 2.0 3-6 1.6 3.7 1.7 
(Retention 
Posttest 
TO 二 = 1) 13.5 4.1 13.7 3.6 12.9 3.7 13.4 3.6 
(Retention 
Posttest 
二 ? r 二 1) 7.0 2.5 6.6 2.9 6.6 3-2 7.2 2.7 
(Retention 
Posttest 
iJerIn?!：! liexns 4.3 2.6 3.6 2.3 3.6 2.7 5.2 2.8 
(Retention 
Posttest 
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Table 14 _ « 
Analysis of Variance on Learning Achxevement Among Group A, 
Group B, Group C and Group D for Retention Posttest 
Group A B C . D 
n=20 n=19 n=19 n=19 
Measures Mean Mean Mean Mean df F-value P 
Retention 13.5 13.6 12.9 13.4 3/76 0:18 n.s. 
Posttest (4.1) (3.6) (3.7) (3.6) 
Programme i 
Retention 11.2 10.3 10.2 12.5 3/76 0.88 n.s. 
Posttest (4.1) (4.6) (5.5) (5.1) 
Programme 2 
Data in brackets represent standard deviation . 
As the difference in retention posttest score among the 
four groups was not significant, the enhancement of 
interactive videotape on retention learning achievement was 
not significant. 
Attitude 
The mean and standard deviation of attitude score were 
...:::。.:!:;： 
listed in Table 15. ANOVA was used to find out any difference • , • •‘ 'I • '  'i ‘ t ’ 
• ； I'‘…:::‘�:•‘ . 
among the groups on subjects' attitude towards the medium in 
which they had used to learn. 
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Table 15 ^^ ^ 
Analysis of Variance on Attitude Among the Groups 
Duncan Comparison** 
Gp A Gp B Gp C Gp D 
n=20 n=17 n=19 n=19 
variable df F-value P Mean Mean Mean M e a n _ _ 
A t t i t u d e 3 7 7 4 4 T 2 I 0 . 0 1 * • 2 4 . 9 2 6 . 5 27.5 27.3 Attitude 兮 (2.5) (3.2) (2.2) (2.4) 
Data in brackets represent standard deviation 
* D < 0 05 
** Groups on the) same line did not differ significantly 
in the Duncan Test J ‘ I 
• • 
From Table 15, there was a significant difference among 
Group A, Group B, Group C and Group D in the attitude towards 
the media in which subjects had used to learn. The null 
hypothesis three could be rejected (£(3,74)=2•88' £ < 0-05). 
oneway was used to find out the subjects of which group were 
preferred the medium in which they had used to learn. Duncan 
Comparison indicated that both subjects of Group. C and Group 
D had more preference in the medium in which they had used to 
learn than subjects of Group A. Moreover, the difference 
between Group B and Group A was not significant and the 





To find out the effects of cognitive entry behaviour, 
affective entry behaviour and quality of instruction with 
learning achievement, regression analysis was carried out. 
The perceived self-efficacy and perceived demand 
characteristic were used to measure the affective entry 
behaviour of subjects. Cognitive entry behaviour was measured 
by the pretest score and quality of instruction would be -
I ‘ . 
represented by the different treatments in this study. The 
result of regression analysis on retention posttest of 
programme 1 and programme 2 were shown in Table 16 and Table 
17. Retention posttest was correlated with pretest 
significantly (Beta=0.38, t=3.16, < 0.01 for programme 1 
and Beta=0.46, t=4.34, p. < 0.01 for programme 2). The 
retention posttest couid be predicted by pretest. According 
to Bloom•s learning theory, cognitive entry behaviour, 
affective entry behaviour and quality of instruction would 
affect learning achievement. However, this study indicated 
that the correlation of cognitive entry behaviour and 
learning achievement was stronger. Learning achievement would 
be influenced by cognitive entry behaviour. 
The correlation of quality of instruction with retention 
posttest was not significant. This indicated that quality of 
instruction did not have a strong effect on learning 
翁 M . 
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‘ # achievement as compared with cognitive entry behaviour. 
The correlations of perceived self-efficacy and perceived 
demand characteristic with retention posttest in programme 1 
were not significant. This indicated that affective entry 
behaviour did not have a strong effect on learning 
achievement as compared with cognitive entry behaviour. 
J 
Table 16 
Regression Analysis for the Prediction of 
Retention Posttest with PDCCAI, PDCTVrPSECAI, 
PSETV, Pretest and Treatment in Programme 1 
Variable Beta t 
PRETEST .38 3.16** 
PSETV .06 -47 
PDCCA工 -•11 -•92 
TREATMENT -.01 -.12 
PDCTV -.00 -.02 
PSECAI -01 .06 
• * 它 < 0 . 0 1 
Table 17 
Regression Analysis for the Prediction of 
Retention Posttest with PDCCAI, PDCTV, PSECAI 
PSETV, Pretest and Treatment in Programme 2 
Variable Beta t 
PRETEST .46 4.34** 
PSETV .06 .49 
PDCCAI -.11 -.97 
TREATMENT -09 •85 
PDCTV -.08 -.77 
PSECAI .31 2.63* 
** £ < 0.01 
* £ < 0.05 
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CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
Summary 
A low cost interactive video system had been developed to 
investigate the effect of interactive video on learning 
achievement in junior form Integrated Science. The components 
of the interactive video system included a 80286 compatible 
microcomputer,.a fast response domestic videocassette 
recorder, a colour monitor and a- specialized designed . 
interface card e m i t t i n g infrared signal to control domestic 
videocassette recorder. A courseware to be used with the low 
cos七 interactive video system had also been developed. To 
cater for the language ability of junior form students, the 
interactive videotape courseware was developed in Chinese 
medium. 
Utilizing the low cost interactive videotape system and 
courseware, the learning .achievement between interactive 
videotape and conventional non-interactive linear videotape 
was compared. Subjects, attitude towards the medium of 
interactive videotape was also investigated. 
The subjects were Fbaa^effiluHents of an average standard 
secondary school in Hong Kong; ;;The mean age of subjects was 
, • • . • • •• • 
twelve. Thirty eight subjec七s —wer日 schoolgirls and forty 七wo 
- • 
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subjects were schoolboys. Subjects were randomly assigned to 
.four treatment groups. The academic abilities of subjects in 
the four treatment groups were matched. Each subject of Group 
A used conventional non-interactive linear videotape to learn 
individually while each subject of Group D used interactive 
videotape courseware to learn individually. • 
In this study, the followings were found: 
• . 
(1) The differences in the score of immediate posttest among 
Group A, Group B, Group C and Group D were not significant. 
Interactive videotape did not increase the score of immediate 
posttest significantly. 
i 
(2) The differences in the score of retention, posttest among 
Group A, Group B, Group C and Group D were not significant. 
Interactive videotape did not increase the score of retention 
posttest significantly•. 
(3) There was a significant difference in the attitude 
towards the medium used in the learning process among Group 
A, Group B, Group C and Group D. Subjects of Group C and 
Group D had a more positive attitude towards the medium in 
which they had used to learn than subjects of Group A. 
Subjects would prefer to use the medium of interactive 
videotape to learn. 
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(4) Learning achievement was correlated significantly with 
cognitive entry behaviour but its correlations with affective 
entry behaviour and quality of instruction were not 
significant. For the Bloom；s learning theory, cognitive entry 
behaviour would have a stronger mediating effect on learning 





Development of Low Cost Interactive Videotape System 
A low cost interactive videotape system prototype had been 
successfully developed for this study* It would be feasible 
for local secondary schools to purchase the low cost 
interactive videotape system under HK$ 10,000. With the 
installation of low cost interactive videotape system in 
secondary school, junior form secondary school students could 
have the opportunity to use interactive video to learn 
individually. , 
• /‘:丨「.‘.r,丨.；:：... ‘ • r ： . ,. • I ‘ • .).•"�•:.. ：• I ^ • . . . j - • . • 
Two sets of courseware had also been produced. The 
production cost of the courseware was not high. It was due to 
the use of existing video segments. The video production 
• 
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involved only simple video editing of existing video segments. 
Junior form secondary school students had no difficulties in 
using the interactive videotape courseware. In the learning 
process, they preferred to use the medium of interactive 
videotape. 
等 
First and Second Null Hypotheses 
In order to compare the learning achievement among the 
four treatment groups, the content and messages to be 
delivered to subjects in the treatment groups had been 
designed in such a way that they did not differ 
significantly. The non-interactive linear videotape programme 
and interactive videotape courseware were used to present 
similar video segments and messages. Even though there were 
differences in the formats of presentation and delivery media 
among the treatment groups, it had been found that the 
differences of immediate and retention posttest scores .among 
I 
the four treatment groups were not significant. The first and 
second null hypotheses were not rejected. 
As the difference in learning achievement between Group A 
and Group D was not significant, interactive videotape had 
no significant enhancement on learning achievement. 
Clark (1983) had pointed out that medium was a means but 
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not an end. When different media were used to present similar 
messages, the difference of learning achievement among 
different media would not be significant. In 七his study, the 
» 
video segments and messages presented in non-interactive 
videotape programme and interactive videotape courseware were 
similar. There was no significant difference in'七he learning 
achievement between non-interactive videotape and interactive 
videotape. The enhancement of interactive videotape on 
learning achievement was not significant as compared with 
non-interactive videotape. Clark (19 83) had also suggested 
that learning achievement would primarily depend on the 
content and the messages to be delivered. A medium was 
serving as a delivery means. The medium itself was a means 
rather than an end. When new technologies and traditional 
technologies were used to deliver similar messages and 
information in the learning process, new technologies would 
have no significant enhancement on learning achievement. 
William and Brown (1990) had argued that learning 
achievement would depend on the attributes of a medium. The 
difference in learning achievement among different media 
would not be significant if the attributes of different media 
did not differ. 
In this study, the format of interactive videotape 
courseware was tutorial. Even though there was provision of 
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remediation in the interactive videotape courseware, many 
subjects did not proceed to the remediation as they had 
answered correctly the assessment questions at the first 
time. Clariana, Ross and Morrison (1991) had found that the 
provision of feedback in the learning materials would enhance 
learning achievement. The distinct features of feedback to 
questions and additional remediation incorporated in the 
interactive videotape courseware were not fully utilized by 
the subjects. ^ A large number of subjects who used 
interactive video七ape courseware to learn did not need any 
additional feedback or remediation incorporated in • the 
courseware. 
Subjects who used interactive videotape courseware to 
learn could not benefit from the interactive videotape. This 
was due to the attribute of provision of remediation being 
not fully utilized. As the difference of attribute between 
non-interactive videotape prograinine and interactive videotape 
courseware was not significant, the use of interactive 
videotape courseware did not enhance learning achievement to 
a significant extent. 
Third Null Hypothesis 
The difference in the attitude towards the medium in which 
subjects had used to learn among the treatment groups was 
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significant. The third null hypothesis was rejected. Subjects 
preferred to use the medium of interactive videotape to 
learn. For an interactive videotape courseware, learning 
materials were segmented and there was provision of 
interactivity. Subjects learned actively as they had to 
answer the assessment questions between segmented learning 
materials. Subjects could also monitor the pace of learning 
by themselves. 
In this study, the subjects of Group A used non- • • I . 
interactive linear videotape to learn and they had no control 
on the pace of learning. Subjects felt boring in the learning 
process. For the subjects of Group C and Group D, learning 
materials were segmented and there was provision of 
assessment questions. Subjects had a certain amount of 
control on the pace of learning. Subjects of Group C and 
Group D preferred the medium in which they had used to learn. 
Bloom's Learning Theory 
This study also found that learning achievement was 
correlated significantly with cognitive entry behaviour. The 
correlations of learning achievement between affective entry 
behaviour and quality of instruction were not significant. 
According to Bloom,s learning theory, learning achievement 




behaviour and quality of instruction. However, cognitive entry 
b e h a v i o u r had a stronger correlation with learning 
achievement than affective entry behaviour and quality of 
instruction. Cognitive entry behaviour would have a stronger 
mediating effect on learning achievement. 
Limitations 
(1) Due to the small sample size of subjects and subjects 
being junior form secondary school students, the results of 
this study could not be generalized to all senior form 
secondary school students in Hong Kong. 
(2) As the learning materials used in the treatment sessions 
were from the subject of Integrated Science, the effect of 
interactive videotape on learning achievement in other 
subjects such as Economics/ Geography and English Language 
might be different from the present study. 
• (3) In this study, the format of interactive video七ape 
courseware was tutorial. The result of this study could not 
be extended to other formats of interactive videotape 
courseware such as simulation and problem solving. Jones 
(1985) found that subjects used interactive video in the 
format of simulation, to learn had a higher score than 
subjects used computer-assisted learning to learn. The effect 
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of interactive videotape on learning achievement in the format 
of simulation should be investigated in further study. 
(4) Most subjects using interactive videotape courseware to 
learn could, answer correctly the assessment question at the 
first time and they did not need to pro'ceed to the 
remediation, incorporated in the interactive video courseware. 
This indicated that the messages being delivered were not 
difficult for tl^ e subjects to understand. Interactive video 
did not enhance learning achievement for the easy messages 
I 
being delivered. The effect of interactive video on learning 
achievement for difficult messages might be different from 
easy messages. The results of this study could not be 
extended to the situation in which interactive videotape was 
used to deliver difficult messages. In such case, remediation 
might be used frequently and interactive video might enhance 
learning achievement. However, this had to be verified in 
further studies. 
(5) The academic abilities of subjects were average in this 
study. The subjects did not find the learning materials to be 
difficult. The results of this study could not be extended to 
low academic abilities students as low academic abilities 
students might frequently proceed to the remediation 
incorporated in the interactive courseware. 
76 
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(6) The trea七ment sessions lasted forty minutes for each 
subject. The total time of treatment for each subject was 
not long. The interactive videotape might be effective for 
subjects if it was used by subjects to learn for longer time. 
However, this had to be investigated in further study. 
• ‘ 
Recommendation s 
(1) As interactive videotape and non-interactive videotape 
were used to deliver similar video segments and messages, 
interactive videotape did not enhance learning achievement 
significantly as compared with conventional non-interactive 
videotape. In order to fully utilize the higher cost 
interactive videotape system, it should be used to deliver 
messages in formats which were difficult to deliver using 
conventional non-interactive linear videotape. For example, 
interactive videotape courseware should be designed in the 
formats of simulation, game and problem solving. 
(2) For further studies, emphasis should be given to 
investigate the effects of interactive videotape courseware 
on learning achievement in the formats of problem solving and 
i ••：•. ‘ 
simulation. .1 ？丨 
. 〜 ？ I . : � : . : : • 





！ ‘ _ 
research project on computer-related technologies for 
instruction should be small. Small scale studies were more 
flexible• Future studies on interactive videotape should be 
in small scale as studies would be still possible to be 
•；； .,.；.. ...,.. 
conducted even with limited：resources and support. 
(4) Junior form secondar^i^講fefe社碰udents preferred to use 
• ••；!；；'：| ^ ：： I ^ : • 
interactive videotape to'JlearnV Fann, Lynch and Murranka 
(19 88) had found that students having a positive attitude 
towards computer would more likely do assignment on computer.. 
The use of interactive videotape in the learning process 
might stimulate the interests of students to learn. However, 
this had to be investigated in further studies. 
(5) At last, the hardware developed in this study could be 
used to study the effect of interactive video on learning 
achievement for countries in which the medium of instruction 
was other than English. Using a local produced courseware and 
the hardware of this study, the effect of interactive video 
. on learning achievement for junior form ' students in South 
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問 . 答 題 ： 請 • 各 同 學 回 答 下 列 文 字 題 ' 答 案 寫 在 空 位 上 • 
學 號 （ 請 塡 寫 ） ： 
I . 電 流 通 過 線 圈 時 ， 將 會 產 生 什 麼 ？ 
答 ： ： ： ： 
• 2 • 當 電 流 通 過 線 g g “是体會M產啦生亡―n；種仙气*應• 
説 出 三 種 方 法 可 使 這 種 效 ： 應 有 所 加 強 • 
答 ： _ _ • _ - _ — ： — — — 
. 3 . 請 説 出 如 何 製 作 一 個 電 磁 鐵 • ： 
答 ： ^ — 
4 • 舉 例 子 二 個 ， 説 明 電 磁 繊 的 應 用 . 
答 ： ^ 
5• — 導 電 體 放 在 兩 磁 極 之 問 ' 並 且 電 流 通 過 導 霄 體 ' 
將 會 有 什 麼 效 應 出 現 I ？ 、• 、 
答 ： 
6 . 電 動 機 用 I 途 廣 泛 ， 請 説 出 三 個 例 子 説 明 電 動 機 的 應 用 • 
答 ： ： ： . 
7. — 個 通 上 電 流 的 線 圈 會 否 吸 引 鐵 釘 ？ 
答'.： ： 
8 . 通 電 線 圈 所 造 成 的 鐵 粉 圖 案 與 磁 棒 所 造 成 的 鐵 
粉 圖 案 是 否 相 同 ？ 
答： 
9 . 説 出 兩 種 方 法 ， 可 改 樊 電 動 機 轉 動 之 方 向 • 
答 • 
1 0 • 磁 針 的 偏 轉 表 示 什 麼 在 改 樊 ？ 
答 ： ： ： 
I I . 説 出 電 與 磁 有 什 麼 關 係 ？ 
贫 • ‘ I . 
1 2 . 電 話 的 聽 筒 ， 主 要 將 電 能 化 作 另 一 種 能 量 • 
請 説 出 這 一 種 能 量 • 
答 ： • ^ 
1 3 . 電 動 機 將 電 能 化 作 何 種 能 . 量 ？ 
. \ 
答•• . • u 
• . 1 } • ‘ 
I 
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Appendix B: Remote Control of Domestic Electrical .. 
. Appliance By Infrared Signal Emitted 
From Microcomputer • 
Nowadays, infrared remote control technology is widely used 
in domestic electrical appliances. For example, television, laser 
disc player, vacuum cleaner and air-conditioner could be con-
trolled by infrared remote controllers supplied by the manufac-
turers . 
The basic principle of infrared remote control is not diffi-
cult to understand. The total number of buttons in an infrared 
remote controller is finite. The buttons will form a matrix.‘ 
Various functions represented by various buttons may be coded 
by a set of numbers. For example, the function of ‘STOP‘ may be 
represented by 20 and 'REVIEW' by 44. Consequently, the functions 
or the buttons may be coded by functions bits. When a button is 
pressed in the remote controller, a series of pulses representing 
j 
the function will be generated. The pulses will be modulated with 
a carrier wave of a fixed frequency (e.g. 20 KHz)•丨 A correspond-
ing infrared control signal will be emitted from the remote 
controller. The infrared signal will be composed of synchroniza-
tion bits, brand bits, function bits and ending bits (Table 1). 
When an electrical appliance received an infrared signal, it 
would decode the incoming infrared signal and perform the corre-
泰 spending task. 
Even though different electrical appliances are provided 
“ i • 
with different infrared remote controllers^ the basic principles 
. . • .： • 
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of infrared remote control are similar. To control most domestic 
electrical appliances with only one infrared remote controller 
will require an universal infrared remote controller. An univer-
sal infrared remote controller, which is able to store infrared 
control signals from most manufacturers, will generate different 
infrared control signals controlling different domestic electri-
cal appliance. 
The details of an infrared.control signal could be measured 
by a digital storage oscilloscope via the infrared remote con-
I- • ‘ 
troller- By using the parallel port of a microcomputer, infrared 
signal could be emitted from microcomputer. It is also possible 
for a microcomputer to emit infrared control signals which are 
equivalent to those emitted by an infrared remote controller. In 
other words, microcomputer could simulate infrared remote con-
troller with a high degree of accuracy. Consequently, remote 
control of domestic electrical appliance by inftared signal 
emitted by microcomputer is possible. 
I 
TABLE 1 
Signals of Buttons of Mitsubishi B31 Videocassette Recorder 
‘ ,. •’ * 
.. '• ； j I . Button Signal : 
. .:.•::. - ： I " • . i 
Brand Bits Funqtion Bits Ending Bits 
STOP 87 i 20 …丨 0 
REVIEW 87 44 0 
1 87 0 0 
2 87 8 0 
• ‘ - 8 6 
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Appendix C:(工工）Programme Listing 
DECLARE SUB menumainselect (choice$, seginentl$, seginenth$, segn^ntt$, filenaiTiefb$) DECLARE SUB timeplaystop (seqinentl$, seqinenth$, seginentt?, mechwait^) DECLARE SUB diffstop (seginentl$, segmenthj, seginentt$) DEQARE SUB -hourtosecond (timehour$, totalsecond%) DECLARE SUB delayvtr (inechwait%) DECLARE SUB setcounter (headvalue?, inechwait%) DECIARE SUB checkyn (question$, responseyn$) DECLARE SUB mixpla (]6b$) DECLARE SUB rnenumain (choice$) DECLARE SUB showexplcoji (linebuffer$) ,為 • . 丄 ^ ^ � ^ ^ .DECLARE SUB feedback (se^ntl$, segment阶 sg严ntt$, filenainefb$, iT>echwait%) DECLARE SUB presentq (guestionls%, questionle%) DECLARE SUB presente explainls%, response?) 
DECLARE SUB ieedback2 (segmentl$, segmenth$, segmentt?, inechwait%) 
DEFINT A-Z 
‘filename AIND.bas (Use for Group D) with subroutine bSlfile ‘support the use of only one monitor ^ . ^  , , . . ‘retire the use of ram disk e: for fast access of xnfrared data *.b31 ‘question and feedback answer will be in default floppy drive (a: or e:) ‘program for course on electromagnet and motor . ‘dated 14/9/91 '' 
inechwait% = 60: 'delay time in milliseconds _ , OUT 434, 0: ‘ initialize infrared law level and corrputer display mode 
iob$ = "sto": CALL mixpla(job$): 'stop the player first rAT.T. delayvtr(inechwait%): CMJC. delayvtr (inechwait%) CLS ： PRINT : PRINT ： PRINT , ^ , … iob$ = "rew": CALL inixpla( job$): CALL delayvtr (inechwait%) J PRINT " 看 看 錄 影 ： 幾 的 虔 S it , „ questions = " • 影 幾 S 随 ， 該 � 亭 止 J l 捲 • ； 、 ， ， 
£esponseyn$ = “ 键 入 S f 察所得（1•是， 2 .杏）•“ CKL1, chec]<^ (question$, responseyn$) 
PRINT • • 這 個 課 程 快 將 開 始 ， 祇 要 ” INPUT “ 你 接 一 接 回 簞 键 , • L 
headvalue$ = "01210": CALL setcounter(headvalue$, inechwajLt%): ‘ set counter 
• I 
seqinentl$ = "01210" choice$ = "0" i 
DO • choice$ = CHR$(ASC(choice$) + 1) CALL nvsnumain (choice$) 
i 
SELECT CASE choice$ CASK "1" TO "4" rAT.T. menumainselect (choice$, segiTientl$, seginenth$, segmen冬七$, filenainefb$) CALL timeplaystop (seqinentl$, seqmenth$, se^ntt?, inechw^t%) CALL fee^ck (segmentl$, seginenth$, segmentt$, filenainefb$, inechwait%) CASE "5" �. ： ； . ” : _ : ! ] . 
： .. •.,' 
• • ； •• 
‘ . . . . . - 、 . .. 
• • 
8& 
‘ ‘• - ‘‘ ： • 
job$ = "rew": CMJL irtbcpla( job$): ‘ rewind . 
PRINT 
PRINT " 遺 個 課 提 B ffi結束/•• PRINT " i 謝 你 W 使 用 • “ 
卞 E 選 了 — 個 不 恰 當 的 選 擇 • 請 再 嘗 試 • ” 
END SELECT 
LOOP UNTIL choice$ = "5" 
END 
DEFSNG A-Z 、： 亡、 
SUB checkyn (question$, responseyn?) 
PRINT question$ PRINT responseyn$, INPUT voidq$ LOOP UNTIL voidq$ = "1" END SUB 
SUB delayvtr (inlwait%) systemtimeal = TIMER . delaytimel = mlwait% / 1000 -
DO . — TIMER 
SoP^W]^(systS^imeb 1 - systemtiineal) >= delaytimel 
END SUB 
DEFINT A""Z 
SUB diffstop (segmentl$, segmenth$, segi^ntt$) rAT.T. hourtosecond (seginentl$, totalsecon^% CALL hourtosecond segmenth$, totalsecon^| CALL hourtosecond(seqmentt$, totalsecondt% searchlength% = tota:[secondh% — totals^ondl% playtijne% = totalsecondt% 一 totalsecondh% 
^ S I L I C ^ N G ^ H L ™ THEN searchtin^ = .015 * searchlength% + 9 
IF |lSchlength% < 0 THEN searchtiine = .0092 * ABS (searchlength%) + 11 
waitingtime = playtime% + searchtime - 3 
DO 
^ P ^ U ^ L "("finaltimel - initialtiine I) >= waitingtime 
TIMER: systemtijnebl = systemtimeal 
⑤ ， 盟 ) 删 systemtiE^bl = TIMER ELSE GOTO 1 ^ 1 3 0 
II ( s y s t i ^ i ? - systeitin^al) >= delaytiirvs 1 THEN EI^E GOTO label4� 
job$ = "s七o": CMZi mi:Kpla(job$) 
• • . 
END SUB 
Sro^fee^lck Csegir^ntl$, .segiT^ nth$, segiDentt$, filenamefb$, inechwait%) 




. 、 • . 
. ‘ . . . . 
• I 
questionls% = VAL(MID$(linebuffer$, 5, 2)) questionle% 二 VaLiMID$ linebu:ffer$, 8, 2 ) answerls% = W.(MID$(linebuffer$, 11, 2) explainls% = VAL (MID$( linebuffer$, 14' 2 ) explainle% = linebuffer丰,17, 2)) 
輪 I S 蓄 q r r 梦 叙 贸 岛 l e 智 ： 選 或 r e s p o n s e . : P 丽 
SEEK #1, 1 ^ 
FOR nouse% = 1 TO answerls% _ 1 
LINE INPUT #1, liiiebuffer$ NEXT nouse% i LINE INPUT #1, linebuffer$ answerl$ = MID$(linebuffer$, 1) SELECT CASE response$ CASE answerl$ … 抓 
I r f ：是PTW ： lwait% = 3 0 0 0 :隱 delayvtr(lwait%) 
CASE ELSE ‘ 
PRUsIT ••很竭 t / 签 菜 “ 
P ^ " I i i 1 I $ i I M J l w a i t * = 3000: CALL delayvtr(lwait%) 
; P f f l ^ ( ¥ i n r � r f $ ， ” i w a i t % = 2000: CALL delay^ rtr(lwait%) 
萨 义 q u 藍 t 梦 叙 货 备 l e ^ : 選 或 々 ） . e s p o n s e ^ ： PRINT 
SELECT CJ^SE response$ CASE answerl$ 
^ 1 r f ：是PTW ： •lwait% = 3000: • delayvtr(lwait%) 
CASE ELSE 
PRINT "很 fe 歉答—案 J^J^ .. 
I S _ I 1 讓 _ 鬵 I M 了 lwait%j = 3000: CALL delayvtr(lwait%): 
S ^ P f f 冑 不 太 瞭 解 ' 諝 再 觀 看 先 前 一 段 錄 影 帶 • “ 
response$ = "1" 
段影帶丨惠將開始—邊等费• V *、 
PATJ. feedback2 (seginentl$, segmenth$, seginentt$, inechwait%) ELSE END IF END SELECT END SELECT 
CTjOSE ^T . PRINT 
：PRINT ： INPUT ••程序將會磁續，魏按回車鍵."‘ V o i d $ 
END SUB SUB feedback2 (se'ginentl$, segmenth$, segrnentt$,严hwajt%} CALL timeplaystop (seginentl$, seginenth$, seginentt$, inechwait%) SEEK #1, 1 八 LINE INPUT #1, linebuffe2:$ 人 内�, question2s% = V2^(MID$(linebuffer$, 24, 2 question2e% = VAL(MID$ linebuffer$, 27, 2)) 
answer2s% = VMi(MID$(linebuffer$, 30, 2)) explain2s% = VML(MID$(lijiebuffer$, 33, 2 ) explain2e% = VML(MID$(linebuffer?, 36, 2 ) GALL presentq(question2s%^ question2e%): PRINT 
. ... • . 90 
• . . • 
.» ‘ , - ^ “ 
• • . 
• ‘ 
. . . • • • ...丨.„ ‘ 
, ‘ , r • . . ： . , . 
INPur " 謂 迎 人 敝 宇 一 個 顧 示 ® 下 诞 撣 （ 1 , 2 , 3 或 4 ) “； response$： ! > _ 
SEEK #1, 1 � ^ 1 FOR nouse% = 1 TO answer2s% 一 1 LINE INPUT #1, linebuffer$ NEXT nouse% ^ ^ LINE INPUT #1, linebuffer$ 
answer2$ = MID$(lxnebuffer$, 1, 1) SELECT CASE response，. CASE answer2$ ,, , . •e.i^ c^：、 • sfilen$ = "acifdS": , call speechout sfilen?) 
臨 ^ I r m ••是'TW ： lwait% = 3 0 0 0 :脇 delayvtr(lwait%) 
S i t 纂 _ 宗 德 譽 f n i ^ Tlwait% = 3 0 0 0 : 隱 delayvtr(lwait%) 
备 疑 o 品 进 ? R f (1,2,3 或 ” ” ,esponse$: 
SELECT CASE response$ CASE answer2$ •nnTVPn 
^ T i I r m ：是'TW •  lwait% = 3 0 0 0 :脇 delayvtr(lwait%) 
pTiCT?. "RTSE 
I S "I i I I 1 I i I M T lwait% = 3000: CMiL delayvtr(lwait%) 
CALL presente°explain2s%, response$) 
. 鄉 閱 下 表 現 看 來 ， 你 對 這 一 段 缝 髮 i 否 态 " . ， • 
I S ,1 1 1 醒 5 1 I I 丨 P 閣 下 請 穀 你 的 « 師 ' PRINT fe i 1 1 i 1 i ' n ^ ？“ 
K l l 艾 墓 攀 生 ! T l l^ li'下2 歪 寡 ) ( 1 或 2) "； void.$: PRINT 
END SELECT END SELECT END SUB 
DEFINT A""Z 
SUB hourtosecond • 
timehS = _$(tim^hour$, 1, 1 ： tiirieh% 二 狐 tuj^ h^?) 
END SUB 
SUB menuiTiain (choice$) 
^ ^ 0 為下列部份：“：PRINT 1 1 1 l i i l l - . . I S : 將 央第"；choice$; ••部份” 
_ • . 
91 
INPUT " 請 按 回 車 鍵 • “，void$ END SUB 
SUB inenumainselect (choice$, segmentl$, segmenth$, segmentt$, filenainefb$) 
SELECT CASE choice$ 
CASE "1" 
PRINT " 第 一 段 影 像 • • 電 與 磁 的 關 係 ， 快 將 開 始 ， 請 等 等 • “ segmenthS = "01219": seginentt$ = "01644" fiienainefb$ = "aindl.fbq" 
CASE "2" PRINT " 第 二 段 影 像 ： 影 缀 電 磁 鐵 的 因 素 ， 快 將 開 始 ， 請 等 等 • “ .seqmenth$ = "01653": segmentt$ = "01851" filenainefb$ = "aind2.fbq" 
CASE "3" 
PRINT " 第 三 段 影 像 ： 電 磁 鐵 的 應 用 ， 快 將 開 始 ， 諝 等 等 • “ seqinenth$ = "01903": seginentt$ = "02417" i 
filenainefb$ = "aindS.fbq" • . 
CASE "4" 
PRINT " 第 四 段 影 像 ： 電 動 機 的 原 理 ， 快 將 開 始 ， 謂 等 等 • “ seqmenth$ 二 "02428": segmentt$ = "02727" filenainefb$ = "aind4.fbq" END SELECT 
END SUB 
DEFSNG A-Z SUB mijxpla (job$) A00$ = "E" 
A01$ ="：" 
Al$ = MID$(job$, Ir 1) A2$ = MID$ iob$, 2, 1 A3$ = MID$(]ob$, 3, 1) A00% = ASC(AOO$): A01% = ASC(A01$) 
Al% = ASC(A1$ A2% = ASC A3% = ASC( A3$ CALL b31file(A00%, A01%, Al%, A3%) END SUB 
DEFINT A-Z 
SUB presente (explainls%, response$) 
SEEK #1, 1 




IF check$ 二 CHR$4(5(:|^esponse$) +1)) THEN 
^E^^i^showexplain (linebuffer$) 
END IF „ 
LOOP WHILE displayreason$ = . y 
CASE "2" TO "3" • 
i ^ c h 歡 k s 銷 二 ? I l i S S 盟 & 、 丛 = "n" 
LOOP WBUE displayreason$ = "y" . 
displayreason$ = "y" 
. S n E input #1, linebuffer$: check$ 7 點inebuffer$, 1, 1) IF check$ = CHR${(ASC(responses) +1)) THEN displayreason$ = "n? ^. ^ ._ .. else call showexplain (linebuffer$) END IF ‘ . LOOP WHIIE displayreason$ = "y" 
CASE "4" 
『 严 c h 歡 k s 銷 f S c S f S 二 ? ^ s p l a y r e a s o n ? = "n" 
LOOP WHILE displayreason$ = "y" 
displayreason$ = "y" 
S n E input #1. linebuf;卢•• c炉 !、〜，總ebiiffer$, 1, 1) 
IF c h ^ k $ = pR LEN(linebuffer$) < 2 THEN 
else ^LL^showexplain (linebuffer$) 
END IF ... 
LOOP WHUE displayreason$ = "y" CASE ELSE • " print "You have chosen an option which is impossible." 
: INPUT • • 程 . 序 將 . 會 纖 續 ' 請 按 回 車 鍵 • "， 
END SUB 
SUB presentq (questioiils%, questionle%) CLS ： PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : lwait% = 130 
SEEK #1, 1 … ‘ . " 1 FOR nouse% = 1 TO questionls% _ 1 LINE INPUT #1, lin&uffer$ NEXT nouse% - « 
for ii% = questionls% TO ^  questionle% LINE INPUT #1, linebuffer$ … lengthline = lEN (linebuf fer$) SELECT CASE lengthline CASE 0 PRINT 
CASE 1 TO 80 . FOR 1% = 1 TO lengthline a$ = MID$ (linebuf fer$,I%, 1� 
工F a$ = " " THEN CALL delayvtr (lwai.t%) PRINT a$;. NEXT 工％ 
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、 
- 、 , ‘ -
• 
• 、、. •• 
PRINT ‘CASE ELSE PRINT END SELECT 
NEXT ii% 
END SUB ‘ 
DEFSNG A~Z � ^ • : • … SUB setcounter (headvalue$, inechwait%) jobl$ = "inen": 3oh2$ = "inen":�ob3$ = "no5" 3ob4$ = "no" + MID$(headvalue$, 1, 1 nob5$ = "no" + MID$(headvalue$, 2, 1 . nob6$ = "no" + MID${headvalue$, 3, 1 nob7$ = "no" + MID$(headvalue$, 4, 1 
nobSS = "no" + MID$(headvalue$, 5' 1) ‘ . CMiL iTiixpla(jobl$): CAIi delayvtr(itiechwa:Lt% CALL mijxpla 3ob2$ : CAIi delayvtr inechwait% GAIL inixplaMob3$ : CALL delayvtr mechwaitj rAT.T. mijxpla iob4$ : CALL delayvtr mechwa:Lt% PATJ. mixpla 弓ob5$ : CALL delayvtr inechwa:Lt% 
CALL inixplanob6$ : C M X delayvtr(inechwait% ' CAUL n±xpla(1ob7$ : CALL delayvtr inechwa:Lt% CALL i[dxpla(3ob8$): C2VLL delayvi:r(inechwait%) - E N D SUB 
DEFINT A-Z SUB showe^lain (linebuffer$) tenp$ = lijiebuffer$ MID$(terrp$, 1, 2) = "**" PRINT tenp$ END SUB 
DEFSNG A-Z … , ..«, SUB timeplaystop (seginentl$, seginenth$, segmentt?, inechwaxt%) 
jobl$ = "iDen": 3ob2$ = "men": job3$ = "no4" nob4$ = "no" + MID$(seginenth$, 1, 1 lob5$ = "no"十 MID$(segmenth$, 2, 1 nob6$ = "no" + MID$ segmenth$, 3, 1 nob7$ = "no" + MID$ segmenth$, 4, 1 nob8$ = "no" + MID$ (seginenth$, 5, Ij CAIZi mixpla( jobl$): C M i delayvtr finechwait% ..P-ATJ. inijxpla(:]ob2$): CALL delayvtr(irvechwait% call ini:xpla(:3ob3$ : CAIi delayvtr(inechwait% 
CALL itd:xpla(iob4$): CALL delayvtr inechwait% • CALL inixpla(:iob5$): C M L delayvtr(iDechwait% 
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qae 04 12 14 17 21 qac 23�31 33 3C 40 f i lonQmc:aindl, fb«i 
‘ .V ... ... 
gquestion 1.1 
多項进擇題•• ^ 
玄鬼流通通導線時，導線就會產生 一 - - • 
1 .地心引力 
2•磁力 
3 . 火 花 
4 . 评 力 













2. 磁力 . -
3 . 火 花 
4 . 评 力 












• . ； . 4 t 
• ‘ . 
• : . ‘ . ] . . 





• • „ 
•i .. 
qae 04 12 14 17 21 qac 23 31 33 3C 40 filcnamG:nind2.fbq 
@questio'n 2.1 多項S揮JB: 
f lJ各項中，那一項與線圏所產生磁力強度無關？ 
1. 木心 
2 . 載 心 
3 .線面的固數 
4 . 鬼 流 
那一個是恰怎的答案(1. 2, 3 成 4 ) ? ‘ 
Sansver 2.1 1 i 











那一個是恰龙的答衆(1. 2, 3 成 4 ) ? 
















1 . 鬼 括 
2 . 鬼 玲 
3 .消防鍾 • 
4. •笼值 
进一恰當的进擇. 
1. I, II, III 
2. II. III, IV 
3. III, IV 
4. I. II, IV 
那一個是恰當的答茱(1. 2, 3 成 4 ) ? 
Sansver 3.1 
1 







1 . 笼 話 
2. 鬼玲 
3 . 稍 防 敏 
4 . 笛 值 
进一恰常的进揮. 
1. I, II, III 
2. II’ III’ IV -
3. III. IV 
4. I, II’ IV 













. . . . -




1. « 能 
2 . 熱 能 ‘ 
3 . 核 械 能 
4. 光能 ‘ 






3 . 封 ‘ 
4. 不是光能 I 
gquestlon 4.2 
多項进擇題：. 二 & 
鬼動梭主要的設針是将馆能轉化為 . 




那一個进恰怎的答菜(1. 2, 3 成 4 ) ? 
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Appendix E: Questionnaire 
�V' • 
. . . • . 
I ； $ I 笑 / 學 教 • 育 • 〒 院 頓 士 班 丨 兒 友 基 
此 問 卷 將 . 用 於 < 5 〔 互 ' 影 輪 在 綜 合 枓 學 學 習 成 績 的 效 應 〉 硏 究 * 
現 請 各 同 學 協 助 , 回 答 下 歹 U 問 題 ， 需 時 十 五 至 二 + 分 鐘 • 
資 料 祇 用 作 統 計 用 途 ， 絶 對 保 密 • 
謝 謝 
九一年 + —月二十日 ， • . ‘ 
• • ‘ . • 
問 卷 現 在 _ 始 • • 
第 一 部 份 .‘ 
請 各 同 學 於 適 當 位 . 置 填 上 . 表 示 閣 下 的 資 料 • 
填 表 人 資 料 
1•(請填寫）學號•• ； _ -
2. ( a ) 現 在 就 讀 班 別 
中 一 [ ] 中 二 [ ] 中 三 [ ] 中 四 [ ] 中 四 或 以 上 [ ] 
3 , ！ ！ � ] 女 [ ] 
( 請 填 寫 ） - 齡 ： 
5 • 以 往 曾 否 選 丨 讀 電 • 腦 課 程 ？ 若 有 / 校 內 或 校 外 選 讀 ？ 
( i ) 未 曾 選 讀 電 腦 [ ] 
( i i ) 曾 選 讓 電 腦 [ ] 
( a ) 校 內 選 讀 [ ] 
(b)校夕h 選 讚 [ ] . <。 
6 • 中 四 或 以 後 ， 希 望 選 讀 6 � k 別 
文 科 [ ] 理 科 [ ] 商 抖 . ’ [ “ : y ; 芒 . ： ： � ； � 其 他 [ ] 
7 . ( a ) 家 中 是 否 擁 有 電 視 機 、 丨 ' 丨 ’ . 
是 [ ] 否 [ ] 
( b ) 家 中 是 否 擁 有 電 腦 ？ 
是 [ ] 否 [ ] • 
100 
、 
第 二 部 份 -
以 閣 下 的 • 翳 g 鸯 J 烈 選 德 " 表 示 閣 下 
的 選 擇 ， 每 題 紙 可 選 取 一 個 選 择 • ） 
十 J . 
‘ 塞 容 困 1 
易 易 難 難 1. 2. 3. 4. 
例 ： 在 繁 忙 時 間 乘 搭 挫 鐵 [ ] [ ] [ ] [v"] 
议J 接 翬 i S 」 個 坐 f i ‘是’ 
I S • 困 難 昵 ？ 
1 • 從 電 視 學 習 英 文 一 般 常 識 • . [ ] [ ] � ] [ ] 
2 • 從 電 視 學 習 中 文 一 般 常 識 • . [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
3 • 從 電 視 學 習 解 決 數 學 問 題 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
4 • 從 電 視 學 習 地 理 . [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
5 • 從 電 視 學 習 駕 駛 飛 機 歩 驟 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
6 • 從 電 視 學 習 物 質 內 部 結 構 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
7 • 從 電 視 學 習 籃 球 規 則 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
8 • 從 電 視 學 習 政 府 部 門 運 作 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
9 • 從 電 視 學 習 塑 腠 生 産 過 程 • .[ ] [ ] [ • ] [ ] 
1 0 • 從 電 視 學 習 打 字 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
1 1 • 從 電 腦 學 習 英 文 一 般 常 識 • . [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
1 2 • 從 電 腦 學 習 中 文 一 般 常 識 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
1 3 • 從 電 腦 學 習 解 决 數 學 問 題 . [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
1 4 • 從 電 腦 學 習 地 理 • [ ] [ ] [ . ] [ ] 
1 5 , 從 電 腦 學 習 駕 駛 飛 機 步 驟 . [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
1 6 • 從 電 腦 學 習 物 質 內 部 結 樯 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
1 7 • 從 電 腦 學 習 籃 球 規 則 . [ � [ ] [ ] [ ] 
1 8 • 從 電 腦 學 習 政 府 部 門 運 作 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
1 9 • 從 電 腦 學 習 塑 膠 生 産 過 程 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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1 ^ ^少；？那那電學少什容 _學少白 _學少白那穩學 答^閣青S
 II塞內為為量青明逢為為 
四回據位容內iffl位內目IM位分Ira
 i i 
第
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 1
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, C 
.1 . ‘ . ... 
• . ‘ 1 * 
. I 








. 甚 T .. 不 不 分 同 同 同 同 ^^ ^^ ^^� 
1 2 3 4 
1 .依從剛才的學習方法進行學習，十分容易• [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] . 
2 .使用剛才的學習方法，我覺得自己十分投入• [ ] [ ] [ ] . [ ] 
3 . 剛 才 的 學 習 方 法 ， 在 問 題 或 解 釋 ， 都 很 容 易 明 白 • [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
4 . 我樂意推薦別人使用剛才的學習方法 . . [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
5 .我喜歡使用剛才的學習方法進行學習• [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
6 .剛才的學習方法富激勵性，並令人感到愉快.• [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
7 .利用剛才的學習方法進行學習，並不吸引我• [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
8.我不暸解別人能彳i出大量時間在剛才的學習 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
方法上，並能享 S它. 
9•我不願意跟別人談論剛才的學習方法• ‘ [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
« 
I 
！ ‘ • 
• . • • 
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